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Oil spills into Johnson Pond
An estimated 800 gallons of oil
spilled out of an oil tank located under
the sidewalk in front of the East Quad
Sunday afternoon.
A West Quad resident reported
"smelling something terrible" which
the Department of Physical Plant later
determined to be "the spill which was
leaking into Johnson Pond through the
sewer system" claimed Bill Alley,
foreman in charge of the heating and
ventilation group at Colby.
Stan Nicholson, Administrative Vice
President of the college, said that
several Physical Plant members were
sent to the scene with buckets to help
capture some of the oil which flowed
from the pipes into the pond.
The Environmental Protection
Agency was a the scene to see how
much oil spilled. Nichoson stated ,
"Though 800 gallons' spilled , we were
lucky to catch it early and recover 400
of those gallons. The EPA was actually
relieved ."
''Even though there was an oil slick
on the pond , the last of the oil was
removed from the water Tuesday and
hopefully the wildlife will be fine,"
said Alley.
The tank that leaked had "only been
filled on Thursday and at first Physical
Plant thought it was simply an
overflow ," stated Nicholson.
Springbrook Oil dealer, Colby's oil
supplier , was called immediately to
pump out the tank. At this time a prelimianry investigation was conducted.
Neither the lives to the tank , nor an
overflow was found to be the cause of
the spill. But instead, stated Nichoson,
"We think it might be that the tank has
rusted out because it hasn 't been
replaced in over 40 years, however we
won't know for sure until we replace
Continued on page 7

Workers clean 600 hundred gallons of oil fro m Johnson Pond

Winship to speak
by SUZANNE KRUMM

~
Thoma s Winship, editor of THE
BOSTON GLOBE, will be honored by
Colby as its 32nd Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellow at a convocation this
Friday.
The convocation, also a memorial' to
the 1826 Colby graduate who was the
first martyr to freedom of the press,
will include the Lovejoy address by
Winship.
When Winship became editor of
THE BOSTON GLOBE in September
of 1965, he inherited a newspaper in
a city that for years had been know
within the industry as "the poorfarm
of American journalism " because of
lackluster reporting and writing.

Vandal
strikes

On Monday night , somebody walked into the Coffeehouse in Mary Low,
picked up a paintbrush and can of
paint which had been left there, and
painted several hostile remarks on the
walls.
The vandal wrote "granola , "
"Jew ," "hacky sack ," and an unprintable comment about Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger , as well as covering
the Coffeehouse's television set with
black paint.
"These were not pleasant remarks ,"
said Nancy Finman , who, along with
Stephanie Hart , runs the non-alcoholic
Coffeehouse. "This person was laying
out all the things they hate, all the
things they 're ignorant of. "
The vandal was able to get into the
room between midnight and 7 a.m,
Tuesday morning because the room is
left open all night for studicrs, she said .
There was no warning before the attack , an d Finman hns hot been aware
of any particular feelings of hostility
towards the Coffeehouse lately. It has,
h owever , alwa y s d rawn a fa i r amount
of hatred.
"The Coffcehquse has always been
controversial, " she said. "Wc provide
an alt ernat ive pl ace , and a lot of difCohtlnuod on page 7

Winship made changes. He shook
up and improved THE GLOBE and
¦within no time readers and critics noticed the transformation and it soon
became a respected journal.
In Winship 's 20 years as editor , he
built the newspaper into the largest in
New England , winning the recognition
of TIME magazine as one of the top
10 in the country. The GLOBE has
won 11 Pulitzer Prizes since 1966,
¦which is the most of any newspaper
within that time period except the
NEW. YORK TIMES.
He was an activist who put his
newspaper out front on a variety of
controversial issues. Among these
Continued on page 16
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Up, up, and away...

Rally dra ws cro wd
BY MEGHAN CASEY
"The rally was a great success and
on that success we are going to build
a stronger and more credible organization ," said senior Sue Perry, leader of
Colby For the Freeze. She was taling
about the rally/balloon launch held in
support of the nuclear freeze by the
group last Saturday.
The rally, which was attended by
about 200 parents, students and faculty, consisted of speeches by a doctor
from Physicians for Social Responsibility, Professor of Government Chip
Hauss, Father Paul Cote, State Senator
Judy Kany, arid State Representative
Ruth Joseph.
It culminated in the launch of 1000
balloons. Each balloon had a tag attached to it which contained a statement of support for the nuclear freeze.

Perry and Senior Donna Boyler, also
a member of the group, declared the
rally a success. "I think we made our
viewpoint known to the rest of the
campus,"said Perry. Of parents' reactions, she said , "Our assumption-was
that Colby parents would tend toward
the conservative, but we were wrong.
Quite a few parents were there. "
Colby for the Freeze is a new group
inspired by Dr. Helen Caldicott's
speech earlier this year, as well as by
other speeches throughout the year.
"Colby for the Freeze is trying to indicate to the Colby community that
something can be done ," said Boyler.
The group is essentially non-partisan
but , Perry says, "It is difficult before
the elections not to be partisan. Walter
Mondale supports the freeze, Ronald
Reagan doesn 't."

ECHO photoB by Nnsh Rob blns
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A crowd gathered In front of Roberts to support.. a nuclear
freeze
by
releasing 1000 balloons.
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Real Life

Jason Crawley
I think it's restrictive. As college
students we are responsible enough to
form our own parties and keep them
under control. The policy makes it difficult to have any type of spontaneity.
Be in bed by one, kiddies.

Jill Bond
The new policy is sort of constricting
because it demands that we commit
ourselves for the weekend 24-48 hours
in advance. Part of the fun of Friday
and Saturday night is the spontaneity
of not knowing what you're going 'to
do before you do it. Now, if you're not
on a guest-list, you simply forget it.

How do you feel
about the schools '
alcohol p olicy?

Courtney Celi
Roxi Pitkin
It's a weird transition from frat par- Much of the limited social activities
ties to Sellers' ladies pumping the kegs. here revolve around drinking and I feel
cut off from a lot because of my age.

Hundreds of thousands of black
workers and students boycotted jobs
and school Monday, protesting the
white minority government. Police said
that at least ten were killed in violence
wheih broke out during the strike,
which was in the Transvaal province.
The strike marks the first time that
workers have joined students and antiapartheid groups in a protest.

Echo photo by Deb Gassner

Did Somebody send
y ou a personal this week ?
Did you send anybody
a personal this week?
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for not being brought to trial.
,

A New Mexico computer scientist
has broken a code which had been
touted as unbreakable. Ernest F.
Bicknell won a 1000 dollar prize for his
effort , which took him about" two
years. One measure of the code's difficulty is the confidence its inventor
had in it; while 100 dollar bets on codes
are not rare iii mathmatical circles, a
1000 dollar reward is almost never
offered.
,

Relief officials say that more than
half a million victims of famine inEthiopia are on the move, trying to
A fact-finding board in Manila has
reach a main road where food distribution is taking place. "The people who charged armed forces chief Gen. Faare strong enough to reach the main bian Ver and 26 others of the shooting
road, and those who live along it, they of Benigno Aquino and bis purported
have a chance to get some help," said . assassin. The 26 charged with the killing have been told to provide just cause
one Red Cross official. "But the others

Afghanistan rebels known as. mujahedian have begun a counter offensive aimed at regaining strategic territory lost to the Russians over the past
year. The well-organized efforts, aimed primarily at the town of Puzhgur ,
have sparked heavy fighting in a battle which comes at .the end of a year
of some of the worst combat since the
Soviets invaded in 1979.

Talks between- the Beruit government and Israel over a troop
withdrawal from that beleigered city
will begin Thursday, according to
sources within both governments.

Campus life
Holy Cross deans have published a
revised guideline to parties recently,
but the new regulations are not so different from the old ones, and the administration is under fire from
students. The primary change in the
new edition is an explanation of exactly
what a "room party'' is, an issue that
had been bothering some. But the
document also left other questions
open, arid students tend to view the
policy as ambiguous and confusing.
— The Holy Cross Crusader
1087 Wesleyan students went to the
polls last week, and 57 percent voted

Security Rep ort
Mark Taylor
It sucks. It's a problem at larg e functions, but you can always find a way
to go about getting alcohol if you know
the right people.

... they are lost."

.

SUNDAY, NOV. 4
— Oil spill reported. Some oil from the
gas tank in one of the quads leaked into the drainage system and then into
the pond. Equipment was brough t to
campus to clean it up, and an environmentalist is being called in to help
with the clean-up of the pond.
— Accident — The Security car and a
private car were involved in a "fender
bender. "
A reward is being offered for the return
of , or information on , an antique
scientific apparatus taken from 3rd
floor Mudd over the weekend.

Third Floor

against the budget set by the Student
Budget Committee. At issue was the
possible funding of a visit by Farrakhan, which would have cost 2000
dollars. Until the budget is ratified,
probably without funding for the visit,
groups at Wesleyan are without an official budget.
- The Wesleyan Argus

Students at Brown University recently voted to ask the University to stock
suicide pills in the infirmary in case of
nuclear war. 60 percent of the students

voted for the referendum which, its
authors agree, is mostly a symbolic
statement against nuclear weapons.
- The Wesleyan Argus

Bowdoin democrats have started a
new paper on the college's campus, in
an effort to prove that apathy is on the
decline. Although its editor said that
it would have a liberal leaning, he
claimed that the Bowdoin Advocate
will not simply criticize Reagan, but instead provide a forum for political
discussion and awareness. The Advocate is Bowdoin's third paper.

Maine picks Cohen
Local Maine elections followed , for
the most part , the trend of the nation.
In the state-wide race for the U.S.
Senate, Republican incumbent William
Cohen defeated Democratic challenger
Libby Mitchell.
In the local race for the House of
Representatives, John McKernan ,
Republican incumbent beat Democrat
Barry Bobbins and in the other House
race in Maine, Republican incumbent
Olympia Snowe defeated her
challenger Chipman Bull , handily.
A state wide referendum calling for
a state Equal Right Amendment was
also defeated.

tatives to the state legislature and
Senate, Democrats Ruth Joseph and
Judy Kany, were re-elected.

Founded in 1877, the Echo is
published weekly except during vacation and exam period by the students
of Colby College.
All correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, Colby ECHO ,
Colby College, Wate r vill e, ME
04901. Subscriptions are available at *'
$12 per school year.
;•
POSTMASTER ; Send address
changes lo The Colby Echo, Colby .
College, Water v ill e, ME 04901.

All was not lost for the Democrats ,
though. Locally, Waterville represen-
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$25 ,000 spent on library

Stu-J decisions

-Colby has spent about $25,000 in an
effort to "make the ground floor of the
library more interesting, " according to
Administrative Vice- President Stan
Nicholson?
The money has been put into lights,
carpeting, paintings (which have not
been installed yet) and a new study
carol which alone cost $10,380.
Another carol and a kiosk for
notices are also planned , said
Nicholson.
"There has been a large concern of
the Trustees that the library be 'totally finished. ' They want it to be inspiring from top to bottom ," he said.
. Colby hired architect Geoff Freeman
to come up with some original ideas for
improving "main street ," the hallway
at the bottom of the building.
Unfortunat ely, students have not
»
c
a taken to the new study space. Calling
a
o
CC it a "monstrocity, "some say that is is
je
uncomfortable, while others point to
z the lack of sufficient light.

Time Period: September 30.
Charges: Destruction of college
property and endangering the well
being of fellow students (Defendent
threw a bottle through a window
and some glass hit a student).
Sanctions Recommended by
Board :Disciplinary probation with
right to appeal at beginning of
senior year , $100 fine.
Dean 's Action of Recommendation: Accepted .
Explanation of Sanctions: 1st
offense.
Time Period: October 7.
Charges: Theft of College property. (Took a stool from a hall
lounge).
Sanctions Recommended by
Board :Warning.
Dear 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: 1st
offense.
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Some say its a monstrosity, but
Colby has spent $10,380 to proO vide students with the study
r
o
in area [left].
o
o
£
a.

Time Period: October 7.
Charges: Riding a motor vehicle
on the lawns.
Sanctions Recommended by
Board:- Dismissed.
Dean's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: Extenuating circumstances.

South Afri can lif e discussed
by PAUL McDONOUGH
Enoch Duma , after being falsely accused of conspiring
against the South African government , was assaulted , tortured and shocked by the police. Part of this torture included
being 'electrically shocked on the genitals in the "Room of
Truth" (a torture chamber in a South African jail). This
torture was to get him "to confess," Duma says. Fortunately, he 'was found not guilty.
Such torture isj :ommon in South Africa , Duma, an exiled South African journalist told audiences Wednesday night ,
October 31, at the Coffeehouse. Speaking with him was Ivan
Suzman, who lived, in South Africa from 1973-1979 while
studying at a Johannesburg medical school. Duma and Suzman gave their experiences, respectively, on life as a black
and a white in South Africa .
South African society, as Duma explains it, is one with
a revolutionary,atmosphere and is one of the most violent

countries in the world. Duma also feels any peaceful
transformation is almost impossible in South Africa. "
The cause of this unrest is apartheid , the separation of
people according to their skin pigmentation , Duma said.
Suzman said that South Africa is the only country to legislate
color laws. This results in two societies - one black, the other
white.
The blacks, numbering 24 million, live in rural townships,
and are not considered South African citizens, but citizens
of their homelands. A black homeland is a poverty-stricken
area. The homes are small, usually without electricity and
insulation. Among other things , Duma said , roads are unpaved and no parks exist in black homelands.
Duma also said the ten homelands make up only 13 percent of South African land , and are fragments of the less
fertile land. Most of the prime fertile land goes to the tiny
white minority . About 1000 black children die each year,
Continued on page 6
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¦Time Period: October 7.
Charges: Harassment and endangering che well being of fellow
students. (A chair , five bottles,
toilet paper , and a 2x4 board were
thrown out a third story window.)
Sanctions Recommended by
Board: Not guilty for the harassment charge. Guilty for the latter
charge. Disciplinary probation for
the remainder of his time at Colby
and alcohol counseling.
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: An indirect involvement in endangering
the well being of fellow students
and the individual was intoxicated.
Time Period: October 7.
Charges: Harassment
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Time Period: October 14.
Charges: Theft of College property. (Took candy from a candy
machine)
Sanctions Recommended by
Board: Warning, letter to parents ,
$50 fine , and restitution of the
stolen items .
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: No
explanation.
Time Period: October 14.
Charges: Damaging College Property (Broke a picture frame and
glass).
Sanctions Recommended by
Board: Restitution for damage .
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions:It was
deemed an accident.
Time Period: October 28.
Charges: Damaging College Property (Made an already existing
hole in a wall larger by kicking it.)
Sanctions Recommended by
Board: Restitution of Vi the
damage, $25 fine, and a warning.
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: The
hole was already there, 1st offense.
Time Period: October 28.
Charges: Damaging College Property (2 students ripped up a piece
of carpet in the library).
Sanctions Recommended by
Board : Restitution for damage split between both involved , warning, and a $25 fine split between
both involved.
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: No
explanation.

Oxfam fast aims
to relieve hunger
by SARAH GRAVES

I

intimidation.
Sanctions Recommended by
Board: Not guilty on both charges.
Dean 's Action on Recommendation: Accepted.
Explanation of Sanctions: Defendent was unduly provoked.

The Oxfam program that Colby is
sponsoring is to help the "more than
500,000,000 people in the world today
suffering from severe malnutrition. "
Each year, this program aims to help
the 15,000,000 people, mostly children,
who die of hunger related causes.
Gary Ruping is coordinating the Oxfam fast that will take place on Thursday the 15th at Colby, and the activities
preceding the event. Oxfam 's objective
is to have people sign up to fast at the
three dining halls; the sign-up begins
Sunday the 11 tit until Wednesday the
14th. Ruping said that Oxfarh will also
take contributions , but that he would
rather have people fast , so that they
will experience going hungry for a day.
"I did it last year," Ruping said , "and
it's hard - think of how the people must
feci who are always hungry. " Rich
countries , such as the United States ,
consume 70 percent of the world's
food grains, w h ereas in A f r i ca more
than halfjhc population suffers from
chronic protein deficiencies.
In addition to the sign-up tables,
there will be a faculty discussion with
Professor Christiansen and Professor
Klcenieicr which is open to students,
nnd Ruping urges those interested to
attend the meeting to find out more
about Ox fam. The discussion will take

place on Monday the 12th in the main
lounge of Dana at 7:30 p.m.
By signing up to fast , one allows
Sellers to donate the amount of money
normally spent on a meal to Oxfam .
Last year, $1000 was donated , and this
year Ruping hopes to get closer to
$1500. Oxfam uses the money to teach
people in Third World Countries how
to farm their land , in conditions which
aren 't always conducive to farming.
There is currently a drought in Africa
that has affected 31 African countries.
Africa is hardest hit by the problem of
hunger , as is seen by this example of
Mozambican refugees in search of
food, As Oxfam tells us, "Some carry
the last of their treasured goats , hoping to exchange them for cornmeal ,
which can be stretched to feed more
mouths. When no meal can be gotten.
women pick the leaves of trees to make
a porridge to fill their children 's
stomachs. "
With less than two .weeks before
students go home for Thanksgiving to
an endless supply of turkey, Ruping
-urges everyone to take a day and experience how millions of other people
will spend the holiday - hungry.
If you would like to help out by
assisting at one of the sign-up tables ,
contact Gary Ruping, Ellen MacDonald , Lincla Carroll , or T i m
^
Bonan g.

Math and Music changes
by JOHN MAUS
What is similar about math and
music? Yes, they both start with the letter 'M,' but here at Colby, they are also
two departments that are departing
from the beaten track and venturing into the unknown. Both departments
have instituted radical changes this
year that have opened their disciplines
to a greater diversity -of students.
This "year entering freshmen have
three new math classes open toi them
as well as a^ew pre-calculus Jan Plan.
These new courses are non-calculus
and include an introduction to math
that covers the history of math along
with it's role in society; a statistics
course for nonquantitative disciplines,
and the first course in a two year program in discreet math.
The program in discreet math was
developed with a grant from the Sloan
Foundation , and is intended to be a
course of study that centers around the
aspects of math that are most applicable to computers. According to
Professor Hayslett, the Director of the
Math Department, "The math community as a whole is trying to be
responsive to the needs of a computer
oriented society. "
As well as the new. programs, all
students taking calculus are required to
take a placement exam. Hayslett says
that the tests have allowed the depart-

ment to give much better advice to
entering freshmen, and the hew courses
have opened the department to nonmath majors ;
The music department's changes
have centered in three areas: new faculty, new curriculum, and applied music.
The new faculty are Prof. Jon
Hallstrom who is starting this year, and
Prof. Bryan Gilliam who is in his second year. Hallstrom is Director of the
Orchestra, and teaches Music Theory,
Conducting, and Composition, arid
Gilliam teaches Music History , 19th
century music, and Film music.
According, to Professor Paul
Machlin, the Director of the Music
Department, the new courses update
and streamline the curriculu m while
making it more relevant to a greater
variety of students. New courses and
revamped ones include: higher level
Music Theory, and a whole string of
courses related to music appreciation,
especially Film and Film Music, Jazz,
and Major Composers, and Applied
Music.
As it stands, music majors can take
applied music for credit "and have the
fee waived, and under consideration
are proposals for extending that
privilege to others studying applied
music.
One of the more exciting changes in
the music department is the renovation
Conti nued on page 7

In the 1930's, thus is how Colby welcomed arrivals.

The effect of
stress on student s
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Perhaps more importantly, said the
report, students can help themselvesby
helping others. College students make
excellent peer counselors an d can h elp
themselves adapt while working with
others through such things as informal
academic orientation.
Faculty and administrators can play
a part in reducing student stress. The
report suggested that schools give
specific feedback to whole classes when
problems or successes ar e shared, allow
student participation in curriculum ,
stu dent evalua t ion of course ma t er ial
and teacher performance evaluation.
Improved teaching ultimately helps
reduce student stress, the ,report said.
Also, facu lty have a role in coun selin g
an d referral , especially by being a sympathetic listener.
''Faculty can by particularly helpful
in reducing stress by merely explaining
that anxiety and self-doubt are ubiq uitous amon g st u d ents ," the report
said. "The stress of being a student is
aggravated when one believes that he
is alone with such feelin gs."
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case. For some students, the threat of
the educational process elicits
helplessness and a forboding sense of
loss."
To reduce stress, students should
take more control over their college
education. Students should consider
different .social, personal and academic
factors they may experience in college
that can be stressful.
:
The report advised students to expect
greater isolation in college, more of a
variety of social and economic
backgrounds in fellow students, greater
variety of class size and teaching styles,
greater personal responsibility for
allocating time, more competition, and
less feedback about progress.
By understanding and preparing
themselves for new challenges, students
can gain control over their environment and reduce the stress they
experience.
Students need to become familiar
with what services and activities are
available to them so they may feel at
home in their school environment.
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Every student experiences stress at
one time or another. But many
students don't realize that ' stress,
managed properly, can be used to help
them learn.
According to a recent report, "Student Stress: Effects and Solutions,"
published by the Association for the
Study of Higher Education, stress has
been shown to have a direct effect on
learning. Too much stress can reduce
students' ability to learn, while
moderate stress was beneficial because
it gave students an incentive to learn
more. Students under low stress, like
those under too much, learn the least.
"Despite the vast amount of
research on stress, an understanding of
the concept is still limited and plagued
with problems," the report said. Specifying exact sources of the stress college
students feel is difficult, but the
challenges inherent in college life seem
to play a major part. College is an
abrupt change for many students,
bringing a separation from home and
parents and more academic challenges
during a period of great personal
growth.
Although researchers do not understand why stress can lead to poor performance , they can recognize
behaviors brought on by stress, the
,
report said.
For instance, a stu den t wh o p an ics
while taking an exam for which he has
overstudied is excessively alert to the
potential threat of doing poorly on an
exam. Another student might instead
ru sh th rou gh an exam to escape f rom
the stress of taking the test.
During stressful times, stu den ts must
find their own ways, effective or ineffective, to deal with their problems.
Many will talk with a friend or a
member of their family while others
w ill choose t o exercise t o wor k ou t t h eir
frustrations. Some will choose .alcohol ,
drugs, excessive eating, or ot h er f orm s
of self-defeating behavior.
"Ideally 'st ud ents wi l l ex per ience
stress, as a challen ge an d b e lef t wi th
a sense of competency, hope and an increased capacity to learn ," the report
sai d, but the ideal is not always the
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Asner campaigns here
by CAROL EISENBERG
"I'm here to get you to vote arid,
' more than that, to work ," admonished Ed Asner in an address to Colby
students on October 31.
Asner ,' former star of the "Lou
, Grant" -television series and current
president of the Screen Actors Guild ,
was on a tour of Eastern colleges stum-
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Ed Asne r

ping for the Mondale-Ferraro ticket.
After a lengthy introduction by
junior Michael Heel, president of the
'' Colby Democrats, Asner spoke to a
"( crowd of several? hundred students in
the Heights dorniitory. His visit was
arranged by the , Maine State
Democratic Headquarters in Portland.
Asner tried to arouse student support for the democratic candidates by
citing some of what he saw as the
Reagan administration 's most
dangerous and offensive policies and
actions. "I'd like to be able to echo
what Reagan is saying, that 'everything
is going to be alright ,'" he said, "but
1 can't."
Because' Reagan is "naive" about
the real threat of nuclear annihilation ,
Asner said,"l think your fears of
nuclear war are justified .„ Reagan and
his people are just not plugged into
reality. "
Asner went on to assail Reagan's
policies in Nicaragua and called war
there a "certainty " if he is reelected.
"Reagan is trying to save the people
of Nicaragua from a legally elected
g^government that has reduced illiteracy
12
^to
percent ," Asner explained
,§"while ours is 20 percent. "
£ Asner also criticized Reagan's failur
to keep his 1980 campaign promise t< •
|
^oppose a peacetime draft and his
1 ° budget cuts to student loan programs.
1 2 Finally,
he urged students to vote for
Mondale and Ferraro and to spend
time "working on people, convincing
them. " "I'm doing it ," he said ,
"You've got to , too."

Ed Asner making his way through fans before his talk.

Micro

computers
tested
by BRIAN KENNEDY

P rofesso r San dy

According to L. Sandy Maisel,
Chairman of the Computer Committee, the committee is setting up a
micro-c6mputer lab to test out potential micro-computers for the college.
The committee, in its search, is
stressing "compatibility, ease of use,
availability of appropriate software,
c
3 reliability, and serviceability."
o
&
Currently, it is difficult for a pro2
fessor
to assign computer work because
3
a
-i the system, is so slow. A new micro.>
a computer lab will alleviate
this problem
o
o
by
functioning
independently
of the
j:
a
Main-Frame
computer
but
at
the
same
O
X time being compatible.
o
HI
The committee is looking for experienced micro-computer users to
volunteer their time and effort to experiment with different computers.

Mais e l

Maisel criticizes election process
by DAVID SCANNELL
Sandy Maisel, Chairman of Colby's Government Department , called contemporary electorial politics "a perversion
of democracy," at a meeting of the Charles Dana and Seelye
Bixler Scholars in Roberts Union last Friday evening.
In his speech , Maisel cited the media, the polls, the
presidential debates, and the New Hampshire primary as
some of the, reasons "this generation of young scholars is
cutting its political teeth on political fluff. " He stated that
the 1960 televised debate between presidential candidates
John Kennedy and Richard Nixon was "based" on appearance not on substance," thereby setting a trend that
continues today .
Maisel said that "presidential candidates have been able
to use technological capacity to carry their message directly to the people."
In a reference to this year 's presidential election , Maisel
stated that Ronald Reagan 's whistle stop campaign swing,
which retraced the route taken by Harry Truman in 1948,
was "an example of a celluloid president going across the
country so that the television media could get photo opportunities and carry his case across the airways on to television screens. "
Criticizing the media 's "inaccurately reflected images"
of the presidential campaign , Maisel challenged the popular
press metaphor which compares presidential campaigns to
road races. Unlike road races, he said , "We don 't know
who is going to run. Some candidates enter early. Some enter
late."
In addition , unlike racers, some candidates have the upper-hand at the beginning of the race. Said Maisel ,*'Obviously an incumbent president or a former vice president
is in a much better position to start a campaign for the
presidency."
x
In his speech , he chided the press for the. "creation of

non-events " and said that the strawpoll was "the most
prevalent (non-event) in this past election." As an example, Maisel told his audience that John Glenn 's decision not
to enter the Maine strawpoll was, according to the media,
"an indication of the lack of strength of the Glenn
candidacy. "
He also criticized the media coverage of the New Hampshire primary, and called it the "greatest example of perversion of the political process. " As evidence of this, Maisel
referred to the 1976 Democratic primary in New Hampshire
which "Governor Carter of Georgia 'won ' with 28 percent
of the vote... and Congressman Udall 'lost ' with 23 percent of the vote." According to Maisel, Carter was the only "non-liberal" on the ballot and his victory was not as
impressive as the media made it out to be.
He also assailed television coverage of the national
nominating conventions. Said Maisel, "Teams of inexperienced young reporters, young men and women who are
trained on the visual media and not in politics, who are hot
for a story, time and time again made fools of themselves
by creating drama where none existed. "
He went on to say that the press "see(s) the game, (of
a campaign) the tactics, the devices, the strategy as much
more important than the issues." In this campaign, Maisel
said, "We have seen an endless series of reports of where
the candidates are going, how the logistics of the campaign
are working, and what this signifies about absolutely
nothing. "
Maisel also took to task the media coverage of the
presidential debates. He said, "The debates were almost too
painful to talk about. The debates were not debates, they
were play actors , and they were very bad play actors at
that. "
He compared the debates to East Asian Theater , "The
theater of ritual , the theater of repetition , the theater without
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Caffein e,
exams don 't
mix
USPS - Most students know that a
little caffeine taken before or during
an exam may give them a feeling of
much-needed energy. What they don't
know , however , is that the combined
c
n
effects of exam-time stress and caffeine
x>
o
can wreak havoc on their cartr
sz
diovascular system.
. 2
A new study found that ingesting
', a>•
caffeine immediately before an exam
o
o
or a similar stressful situation raises
Q.
blood pressure and intensifies the efo
x
fects of stress on the heart. Duke
o
UJ
University professor Dr. James Lane
outlined his findings in his teport ,
Parents w eren 't the only ones visiting Colby last weekend.
"Caffeine Magnifies Cardiovascular
o Responses to Stress."
Lane reached his conclusions by
*h>
en measuring the blood pressures of 33
>.
male undergraduates as they took samO
I -C
° ple 12-minute math tests. The average
a.
O blood pressure went up seven
by KAREN BUCKLEY
crafts programs in the future. O millimeters when students had ingested
w
The Crafts Fair operates on an inno caffeine before the test, but it went
Arthur Greenspan
The gurgle of voices filled the air in vitation basis for venders. Each year,
up ten points after students had two or
an almost festive manner as people the committee invites a certain number
three cups of coffee.
The average blood pressure of the wandered the aisles. The field house of people to sell their crafts in the
students who had taken no caffeine tennis courts which usually host the show. Others who wish to participate
was 120 over 65 before the test and 127 "ping" of tennis balls had come alive must submit slides of their craft and
by TRIS KARTEN
ple, the feeling of euphoria that was over 72 when the test was over. But
in a different way. This was the Colby are jurored by the committee. This, acgenerated waned after about six after two cups of coffee ,, after-test
Crafts Fair.
cording to Meader, is "to keep the
An informal lecture titled
months, according to Greenspan. He blood pressures averaged 135 over 77.
The Crafts Fair experienced its 14th quality up."
"Socialism in the Capitalist World ," said that after a six month period the Blood pressure of more than 140 over success Saturday, November 3. The
Artists' crafts and stories varied
was given by Arthur Greenspan , an
idealistic aspects of the socialist ad- 90 is considered high .
fair is organized by a small committee greatly. Fred Tenenbaum has a Norassociate professor of French, on
ministration were overrun by hardcore
Lane also found some correlation which originally stemmed from the thern Lights Glassware Shop in CaThursday in the Sturtevant Lounge.
facts. There was a definite deficit pro- between hypertension and unusually Friends of the Arts Museum. The pre- naan, Maine. Tenenbaum produces
The lecture dealt exclusively with the
blem.The dollar went up in France and large blood pressure increases during sents objective of the Fair is to raise stained and etched glass, which he has
French Socialist party and its effects
this instigated big business to leave the stressful situations. He suggested that
money for Colby Crafts Clubs.
"been doing for years." Tenenbaum
on France in the last three years.
country. The businesses that failed due further study of the detrimental effects
According to Nancy Meader , originally made his crafts as a hobby
France had elected the Socialist Prime
to the weakened economy t left huge of stress and caffeine on the car- member of the Colby Crafts Fair Com- while he was employed as a family
Minister Francois Mitterand in 1981 debts that the Government had to ab- diovascular system could aid in the mittee, funds are presently donated to therapist. However, "Now," says
with a landslide vote of 54 percent. Ac- sorb. Unemployment rose, and general "prevention and management of car- the Pottery Club, as it is the only ac- Tenebaum, "family therapy is my hpbcording to Mr. Greenspan the French
discontent followed.
tive crafts club. However, Meader also by and this is my job."Tenebaum also
diovascular disease."
Socialist party went through a three
The main issue which served as a
The study was presented October 21 noted that additional resources may ex- teaches classes in his shop.
stage policy struggle.
rallying point for the Right was the at the Annual Meeting of the Society
ist at Colby, such as weaving looms.
Audrey Nichols of- August started
In the beginning a general
unified vs. parochial school issue. Mit- for Psychophysiological Research in
Meader feels that students should find her crafts as a result of her interest in
"euphoria " engulfed the public as im- terand proposed a new school system Milwaukee.
out what is available so as to expand
Continued on page 7
mediate socialist policies were
that diverged from the established
established. Among those plans in- parochial schools. The public viewed
itiated by the new Socialist party in
this as an infringement on their right
1981 were; a five week vacation period
to choose their education and the
for all French workers, a 39 hour work
populace became incensed.
Continued from page 3
week, media liberation (previously
A direct reaction by the Socialists to Duma says, and the blacks in South Africa take no part
are always found guilty of sexual crimes which they are acthere had been only three radio stations
ease their growing unpopularity was to in the political process.
cused of but whites are rarely.
in Paris) and a move to nationalize marelent on their more idealistic programs
Duma emphasized that violence is mounting, and the
Suzman told of a very different standard of living. The
jor industries. There was also a camand face their internal problems more white minorities, numbering 4.5 million live in big, suburcountry will explode in a revolutionary civil war. "It 's inpaign against corrupt business.
practically. This meant a policy shift ban homes with pools and tennis courts. They have many
evitable," he said. Acts of torture and violence are commonUnfortunately for the French peoContinued on page 7 servants. "White housewives in South Africa do absoluteplace. In the past six weeks, 240 people have disappeared.
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ly nothing, " Suzman said .
The recent death toll comes to 134. This figure, Duma said ,
,
does not include hospital deaths.
For all this wealth however, it is also a lifestyle of fear.
Duma also said he felt Reagan administration policies
All of the mansions include large, electric fences. "I have
never seen any place where so many people own guns ," he
were not helping to solve South African problems, but rather
strengthening apartheid.
said. According to Suzman, the fear is so great, people are
afraid if cars pull up ahead of them at intersections. "After
Duma emphasized that groups here can do a lot , especially
when it comes to educating the public and providing clothes
it became known that I was an opponent of apartheid , I
was followed everywhere," he said . Eventually, he and his
and other necessities for refugees.
.,
Questions arose about Colby 's investment of funds j n
wife left South Africa and moved to Minnesota , where he
met Duma.
South African companies. The jus tification for doing this
15
The
blacks
suffer
much
legal
discrimination.
They
can
is that the companies respect the Sulliva n principles. Duma
College Ave. Waterville
f
^
B^KiL / I
feels that the Sullivan principles are largely appeasement ,
not own businesses in white areas, Duma said. A black
mechanic cannot even work on a car owned by a white perand groups using them , like General Motors , make only
son . All assemblies are illegal. Duma said that two systems
minor changes.
S^.
k' k>i^ft#( ^ .M^ .U«^I afli u^W i«IW .^ffc. mfm\ &*A. _^«. *.^* k .^V .^^^^ wTT3BK3KT5lC
^^^^^^ ^ n^^ .*i of justice exist in South Africa. According to Duma , blacks
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Fair is a success

French Socialism discussed

•South Africa —
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London School of Economics ^
r
and Political Scie nce
A chance t o st udy and live in London
*
Junior-year programs , Postgraduate Diplomas ,
One-Year Master 's Degrees and Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:
Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •
Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •
Econometrics •• Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial'
Relations • International History • International
Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social
Administration • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociolog y • Social
Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Anaylsis •
'
,
Application forme from:
Admissions Reolatrar, L.8.E,, Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, England, stating whether
undergraduate or postgraduate
end quoting Room 10,
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Publications Office busy place
by SUE JACOBSON
Every Colby student has received countless pamphlets,
brochures and booklets about the school and its activities.
But have you ever wondered where all this printed material
comes from? It all originates at Colby's Publications Office located in Eustis 401. This is a very busy place - just
ask Bonnie Bishop , Director of Publications.
"We are responsible for printing everything from the 'Alumnus' to parking tickets," she said. Bishop and her staff do
all the printing for Colby except for special mimeograghed
items for students. This includes such major publications
as the Colby Viewbook , Catalogue, "Alumnus," and
various handbooks such as the Student Handbook and the
new Parents Handbook. The Publications Office also prints
hundreds of brochures and posters each year.
Bishop's job is not an easy one. Each year she must try
to redesign and update all her printed material as well as
try to avoid redundancy in publications."We're trying to
encourage people not to repeat information that is already
printed somewhere else," she said. Bishop added that this
has become a more important issue since the huge increase
in the number of printed items produced by her office every
year. "In 1981 this department did 184 jobs. This year, as
of now, we've already handled 335," she said .
This rise in productivity could be due to Bishop's efforts
to open lines of communications between her department
and prospective clients. Her clients are any groups or individuals who need something circulated off campus as well
as around Colby. Since she came to the department in
February of this year, this attempt has been her most major change. "The first thing I did was to take down the walls
here. This office wa.s divided into cubicles and I wanted to
increase the commu nications between us and our clients,"
she said. She feels this new arrangement will open up the
office and be more effective. "We have also sent guidelines
to all departments and to people who may need something
published . This may help people understand the complexities of printing as well as help us establish a good rapport
with them because we are a service department," added
Bishop.
As another aid to her clients, Bishop has set up a bookcase
in her office which contains samplings of all her publications. Each sample has an attached ticker which indicates
the number of copies circulated, its price, and its publisher.
She explained that this helps people understand the expenses
of printing different types of booklets and brochures. This
way, clients can better organize theif budgets. So far , these
new ideas have been successful.

Young and old alike turned out to supp ort Colby for the freeze

•Vandal-

•France

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 6

to the right , as Professor Greenspan
asserted "the Socialists are forced to
move to the center to face economic
issues. " Afterwards, Prof. Greenspan
posed some questions that are currently
on the minds of many Frenchmen.
Were the more conservative policy
shifts by the Socialist party a sell out
on their part or were they just being
pragm atic? If the Socialist party had
to switch tactics , why not just have a
right wing party ?
Interestingly enough, the disillusionment -with their Socialist party has
made President Reagan very popular
in France, according to Greenspan. He
is currently more popular in France
than in any other allied European
country.

ferent people hang out here. There 's
always fceen hostility towards it. "
There has never , however, been an attack like this.
"I would never have expected
something like this,"she said .'i'm terrified. Outraged."
But the vandal , she added , was
"remarkably neat, and really very considerate, " taking care to put the brush
back onto old newspaper after putting
the writing on the walls.

•Maisel

Oil Spill
•Continued
from page 1

Continued from page 4
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Continued from page 6
working with fabric as an art medium.
Nichols makes "insulated window
hangings. " These are quilted wall
hangings which insulate the window
when closed . Nichols feels that "it's
good to have something that people
can use in Maine," especially with cold
winters.
873-6795 | When Harold Pestana is not
Main St.. Waterville , Maine
teaching at Colby, he cra fts metal toy
soldiers. Pestana 's soldiers are cast ,
painted , and produced entirely "by
hand. Pestana got started in his craft
ir the '60s. He had previously collected
lead soldiers , but when they stopped
making them, prices went up. Pestana
proceeded to produce copies of ones
similar to those he collected. However,
as time went on, Pestana modified
tliem to make his designs different. "
When Nancy Mender of Oakland
was not helping plan tlie Crafts Fair,
she and her husband Abbott were mak1ST .
11983-84 Hold over skis ing pottery for their booth. Meader has
40 to 50 perce nt off
"been doing pottery for years-."
IBEr
Meader has a shop and studio in her
home and has been teaching the PotWe carry a complete
tery .Ian Plan for 7 years .
Other crafts ranged from spices a nd
dried flower arrangements to leather ,
jewelry , candles, and silkscrecn idownhill skis
F &IRHK Q*
shirts , as well as Christmas cra fts , to
name a few.
Extra
discounts
for
Accordin g to Mender , thanks to
15-3-6212
"
iM>od
weather , good publicity, i\\\<d a
ski team and ski, club¦
.
l
crowd
¦
Utrije
for paren ts,' weekend ', rlu
v *Am6mbW£ . .V. ' .• . ¦." ¦
¦ ¦" "
I»>i :¦ £¦ £ '
Fair was ''.n' v en' llei'rtilti ; success. "
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of the music library and the addition
of a listening lab. The library now has
over 5000 albums and tapes, including
a large selection of jazz , show tunes,
and popular music, as well as a greatly increased number of books. Machlin
stressed that the listening lab is open
to all students for recreational listening, not just for those doing
assignments,
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Continued from page 5
dale could win * 'because of the doomsday attitude of the
pollsters."
In conclusion , Maisel challenged the Bixler and Dana
Scholars to forget the political fluff and "get a good solid
bite into politics." He asked, "Wouldn 't it be wonderful
if your generation could experience the exhilaration many
of us felt seemingly eons ago? "
improvisation , the theater with no characterization and very
little plot change."
As a final point , Maisel asserted that he was "as tired
of polls" as he was of "There you go again jokes. " He asked, "Why did the media spend so much of their time with
these polls?" He also wondered if the polls had become a
"self fulfilling" prophecy , and doubted that Walter Mon-

•Math and Music

the tank in two weeks. "
In the meantime , the East and West
, Quads, Averill , Johnson and the
library are being heated and receiving
hot water from oil supplied by a truck
outside of the Quads. "The oil in the
truck is a finer , more expensive grade
of oil than the tank uses and therefore,
we hope to replace the old tank very
soon ," Nichoson stated.

Catc h t he action on
the ECHO SPORTS p ages.

Bonnie Bishop has been able to reorganize the Publications Office because of her extensive background in the field.
Although she obtained her new position as Department
Director in a rather unusual manner, she had had much experience in design prior to her coming to Colby. She had
been a free lance designer for a year when she decided to
audit an art course here at the art museum. "I think it 's
really wonderful that Colby opens its museum up to the
public, and auditing classes is a really great and inexpensive opportunity, "she continued.
It was this involvement with Colby that eventually led
to her job here."When I was auditing the class, I asked
David Simon if he knew of any jobs available in the area
of design." He told me that the Publications Office was
overloaded with work and looking for a chance to do the
Viewbook in a free lance way. I was hired to design the book
on this basis."
However while Bishop was working on this free lance project, she became aware of a job opening in the Publications
Office. She was hired to work under director Dan Sanborn.
When Sanborn announced his retirement , Bishop applied
for the job and was made acting director because of her
experience working as an art director for a publishing company. "I was really glad 1 had the opportunity to work under
Don Sanborn. He helped me learn so much about the
publishing here and what was available to me. He is still
on call for us if we need him ," she said.
The ne-w Director also added that she is most grateful to
her student workers . Their help has been essential in handling the department 's workload. One student , Lori Gustafson , has even agreed to rewrite the Student Handbook as
a special project. Both Bishop and Gustafson are trying to
increase interest in this book so that the students actually
read it. "They have to read the Handbook," she stressed.
"We need new ideas and encourage any student input. We're
also trying to cut costs in this area by obtaining information from the library and security to be printed in the book.
This will save them money because they won't have to print
up their own separate publications. " Any other suggestions
for the project may be sent to the Publications Office.
Anyone interested in having material published or learning about the field of Publications may contact Bishop in
her office during the week. However, she advises that the
material to be printed should be submitted early. "Since
my background is design we like to encourage people to get
their things in as early as possible so we can spend more
time on the design," said Bishop. "Even on smaller jobs,
we want to do the best job possible."
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Hermie:
(alias
A.G.)
It was fun .snapping in the cubes with you.
But we all know that you can have fun all by
yourself!!
All you need is the Psychedelic Furs!
-•Boo!
RED: We are SO "BS" at you! You Californians
think you are so "wicked awesome"!
TWIG: Nice job on the cocktail party! You're a
great Ft.A. Now make us all lose 10 lbs. each on
the dorm diet!
"Hey, babe- it's 80° here, but for some strange
reason my temperature won't-rise above 49.3°.
Where is my other half?
Love always, Ta Petite"
To Emily,
You're a fantastic dancer! I'll see you around
cam pus.
Sue,
Great time Friday night! Thanks for the fun date!
S.P.

Janet,
Thanks for the great set up! I owe you one!
Post Office Notes:
The post office will close at 11:00 this Saturday, Nov.10. 1 want to go to the Colby-Bowdoin
football game.
Monday Nov.12 will be observed as Veterans '
Day. Because it is a federal holiday, there will be
no mail delivered.
Ell ie
C.C.II and C.C.III:
Great turnout on Saturday night! Hope we can
do it again sometime! Keep up the good work.

Delores,
Yet another wild evening. You really can put
aw ay those schnapps shots! Did you enjoy your
double date?
Lili and Grace
For Sale
Brand New Nikon 35mm F3 camera with 2
Nikon lenses,a 50mm and a 28-80mm macrolens.
Call John Miller. Ext. 2477
To the frat that won't quit,
Quite a costume-party Saturday. What was in the
punch?

To Bill and Ed:
Hawaii, Hawaii, Hawaii, Alaska, Alaska,
Alaska. Or is it Alaska,Alaska,Alaska,Hawaii,
Hawaii, Hawaii.
-Lizzie's Roomie

Clique-BreakerWe are the pioneers of diversity, aren't we*?!
It's GREAT! Hope we can keep it up! Would you
care to ask brother John to dinner? I think that
would complete our mission!
Once again- you're the best!
Your Sometimes too Serious Friend

TED G.
"He who
laughs last
laughs hardest-and remember
you're never sorry
for what U didn't
say. . ."
Kermi tIdidn't know that frogs were so fond of grapes!!
-A concerned member of Planned Parenthood
D & VAre we still sleeping out?
AllisonEven FRESHMEN should know that you don't
wash your clothes by wearing them into the
shower in the middle of the NIGHT!!
Dear Pamela
We 'll miss you so much. Our love is with you. .
Please take care. Anne & I will see you in
Washington soon. Be good. We'll look after Buba
& Fang for you. I love you. Kathy.
Angle
I love you. I need you. I miss you. What ever happened to those fun-filled nights at the ¦
—"
Courthouse?
Forever yours
M.J.

Photographer wanted for Colby Dancers. Call
X2392.
Dear Quacky Roommate:
Wait until you see your date. It'll be a surprise
for me too.
Love,
Wimpy Dip
AnnabelleThe old alumnae are in the basement-plugging
in their machine guns and you're in the closet
freaking out underneath you clothes. Have
another brownie.
Snance,Shmeli,Sheryl, Laur
Fried Eggs.
Classified Woman of the World:[allas tequila
queen]
Too bad you can't write papers like you do
classifieds! Hee.hee.hee.
007 Roomie

King,
Up or down? North or South? Hither or You?
P.S.-you're right. A passport is a useful thing. Ugly, but useful.
Ashley,
Next time think before you spread dirt about people. We wouldn't be so crude as to mention you
and
(or— .or—."
or-).
With love,
The several whom you assaulted in last week's
ECHO. .
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Teddy Longjohn,
Thanks for taking care of me,putting up with me
and being my friends. You must admit though
that I am entertaining!!
A Loose Woman
R.S."
You look great in drag. Ilove your calves. Don't
telt your woman about it,she may start to question you. I love how you hug!
XXO0
Your lovlngmeighbor

b

Ric
I guess the strain hasn't been too much forhis
brain fro m L to Z. I get "Tuck"ed in a lot more
than you do. Thanx for the "Flip."
To the Mexican Food Man:
We°never did thank you for dinner. It was lovely. We love you and your cute red-headed roommate. Next time It's our turn.What kind of food
would turn you on?
The Romper Room Roomies
Spud
Isn't this fun?
P.S. Did you say 11:30?

Your partner in crime

Mel
Yes, Idid say that! You're a brat!

Spud !

Steph and MelTs-ts. Hey queritas. How's life at the "Big C"?
Newf lash: There are over 2,000 bars In Salamanca. Now don't you wish you were here? It could
have been a good time.(Not to say that it's not
now!] Have we got something to teach you
tertulia-guers,cuno!
love, Heather and Karen
P.S. If you don't write we're going to send you frijoles and cucarachas.
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SA,
We're glad you are feeling better.
Love, K.C.,L.F.,G.C.,V.B.
Bernle ,
. If they only knew how many of their childhood
memories you REALLY shattered! Iam glad you
have recovered.
Love.Ert
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Tigger,
9/27/86? Vermont?
Love always,
Pooh

JayMon Francais est mlqux,ma vie n'est-pas.
J'ai besoin de tol comme j'ai besoin I'air.
-Suzanne

Greg Baby,
You're finally heret Ican't believe It! Ihope you
can find time on your hectic social calendar for
me.
Sheila
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Waterville Drive Thru S
70 Kennedy Drive S
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AND WE WILL DELIVER
THEM TO YOU HO T!

Thursday and Sunda y (6pm-10pm)
Frida y and Saturda y (6pm-11pm)
Free Delivery on Orders over $10.00
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Sliz-You have just won $500 for first place in the
air guitar contest (or should we say "broom")
Saturday night. I was watching with bitterness.
The Johnson Phone

HW:
How is your cardio-vascular system? Mine is
-oompa the same. But I could use some more Fog...
-LW

Teri, (alias loompa)
."PURPLE!

YA Man
Lou,
If I visit do you promise not to read your French
I hear those secrets that you keep,
books?
When you're talking in your sleep... .
G.W.
Your UNH roadtrip buddy
Ksp,
Well,now you're an expert on the "Big M." M ic
likes Mich Lite and you. JB is coming home and
the party 's on!
Me
.
Twigg,
The season's over and happy hour Is waiting.
Bid sold itself for a measly twenty, and the Pub
is waiting for us. Care to join me?
Duck

L.F.,K.C.,G.C.,
Thanks for helping me have an awesome BDay! Itried to take It easy on the Witch's brew.
Love,Mommy's Little Witch

^

Sheryl- . .-¦" .
'
Come back to Falmouth. We miss you.
¦ --The
' *"
twins

DI have a secret. Want to know what it is??

If you
do , call:

SnanceAll Ihave to say Is: Thank God Idon't have to see
dried up spaghettis in the sink every morning.

WHO SAID "BOX"?? It couldn't have been the
Hooter Kings, could it??!!

Personals

J.N.R.
Istanbul is great! How 's the convention shaping
up? Is your favorite girl from Y coming again?
Hope so, just for your enjoyment.
•K.

To our concerned photographer:
We're not sure. Not enough evidence to come
to a conclusive decision. Looking forward to next
week's poll- Do we get the other half?
Love, The Girls In the Cat Cave

9

To S.S. and L.S.
,
Smirnoff, pretty candy, and B's lead to donuts,
Safety and Security, and strange liquid emissions
out a window.
Snance Monster.Woman

S
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Dan,
Any good cruising in G.B.? Swinging Isn't the
same by myself-see ya'In Jan. about some European Foxes.
C.A.F.
LindsYou owe me BIG!

FrancisGood luck Saturday!

•D

L-A.

Announcements

Dear Scolt,
I had a-great time at the screw your roommate.
You're a lot of FUN, never mind me... it's still
too bad that I don't dance! You have my permission to.kill J.L,
Thanks again,
Sue

BethHave you recovered from your Bonnie's exp.?
What are we going to do next Sunday, huh? Tennis anyone?
Single for Rent in Hillside W:
By the hour- I'm sick of having to wait for a
shower,wait to do my laundry. This should make
things much easier, especially for those who
prefer a couch!!! You know who you are!
George G- Who needs medical school when your
hands have such curative powers? I wouldn't
report you for practicing without a license!
- a happy camper
ELVIRAYour "geese" really make my day!! And don't
EVER lose that sexy walk.
Fan of Elvira (not Elvira's fanny!)
Amy S:
Haven't talked to you in awhile (I guess I'm not
in the mood to flunk any more exams!!).
Don't forget- don't EVER forget-- YOU crawl
under next time.
-Spud
My FAVORITE Duo,
Ithink you guys know who you are! You're very
special to me, thought I should let you know In
writing. Never say I haven't given you two any
compliments- sewing and baking should say
something.
Much love,
Me!
"L.W."
The "perfect" pair has done It again! I'm so
glad we'vegot our emotions synchronized... now
onto theirs... this could be fun!
Your one and only "H.W."
AndrewNice v-ball effort. You've got to work on that
machismo, though. I've got some 4-foot tall
friends who are available for spike target
practice...
John-Now that we know the Identity of "G.Gordon Lid'
dy" we need to plot a course of action. How 'boul
a strategy session soon?
To Andes and Chobutykln
Excellent! Excellent!
enviously,
Wimpy Dip
To H.S, tho VixenLife Isn't always so grim, .
So put a smile on your lace and lift up your chin
-Wimpy Dip
¦ -

,
Mo,
You have become a special part of my life and
I want to say Thank You.
Cutis

CLVB NEWS: There will be a kick off
for the French Club on
t party
Novem b er 16, 1984 in Mar y Low
$ Lounge.

N &N:
You two aro the boat! Thanks for saving mo
from pneumonia, and everything else.-.,
Much lov e,
Bolly

8

Hoy Aloe W."
So darllno, when aro you going to wrlto lo mo?
Ibet you thought Iwas out of your way forawhllol
WRONG!! Salamanca Is only a lottor away. Say
hollo to Vermont lor mo next llmo you head homo.
HKF

fc
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COLBY I N CAEN: Th ere will b e an
in formation night for all students interested i n spen din g Junior Year
Abroad in France dn Thursday,
November 15 at 7:00 p.m. in Leonard
Lounge. Everyone - not ju st French
Majors - arc encouraged to come,
The Second annual "Fun in the Sun "
Part y will be this Friday, November
9th in the Heights Community Room,
Tickets will be sold in all three dining
halls and by Heights Dorm Staff. Any
questions, contact William McDermott
or Robin Vcndctli at the Heights.

TeliHeard you had trouble walking this weekend!
Th at' s O.K.-.we ail deserve to get smooshed once
in awhile!
Love,your Roomiefthe one with the Gin bottle)

Doar SCUMBUCKETS:
So,I bot you all thought you wouldn't hoar that
word for a yoar- WRONG! So,w ho's winning this
somoator 's |ax tournlo? D.D.-Aro you STILL pro>
omstln(illno? K.K." Has your alrplano ootton off
tho ground yot? M.C.- Is 'I havo to tako a walk
down tho hall' still tho fashionable phrase? Well ,
Il\opo Ihlnga are as amzy as over; things two cortolnly aro! Miss you all!)
STACK itho InformerConsider yourself luoliy, If I'd put In a "personal"
It would havo boon brutal. For now it's |uot you
• tho boof, Hold tho tonlo, -Gin Lady

To the wild man on 3rd floor CCII-Never knew you were such a party animal. Hope
to see you dancing madly at our next party in two
weeks at CCII.
Your Fans
Bill G.
Oh,silly me... I don't have my contacts in. Nice
legs!

Drew,
If you ever need a dancing partner,call me. Ihad
a great time Saturday.
Signed,
Your not too demanding date
Mary in HeightsYou've got a cute sparkle. Like to get to know you
better. I'll sing to you anytime.
J-8- an Admirer
Poochie-Bear
Cute card. Muclio appreciation here. Thanksgiving will be a blast. Kisses.
Time Fairy

Sprig:
Good times... Bad times,you know I've had my
share. Hope you understand.
IAGO,
OTHELLO IS GETTING THERAPY
WATC H OUT.
DESDEMONA
ANY MAJOR DUDE WITH HALF A HEART
SURELY WILL TELL YOU MY FRIEND
ANY MINOR WORLD THAT BREAKS APART
FALLS TOGETHER AGAIN.
WHEN THE DEMON IS AT YOUR DOOR
IN THE MORNING HE WON'T BE THERE NO
MORE
ANY MAJOR DUDE WILL TELL YOU.
To "Jako"
The costume fit the character
Bertha (Mo)
We really missed you at the party this weekend,
See you at the sporty party- no excuses,
Lovo ya,
All of Us
MC.
Puff cat and monkey (GorrllUI) say: you aro a
sweetie! ITYAGI
LM
Squat:
Great Job with the Eights concert but you'll havo
to get that voice a little bit higher for "Tho Show."
Hay! Hay) Hay!.
Sarah Dury
This classified Is for you.
Koep smiling.
Mel
To tho soccer players
(You know who you aro). You only THINK you aro
studs.
•M,
Alyson,
Did you know frog kllllno.ls Illegal In Maine?
A Concerned Croakor
SCARLETT,
BE KIND TO CAP'N BUTLERHE LOVES YOU SO.
MELLIE
WANTEDi.A GIRL.
MUST BE; PRETTY, ,
,
••
SMART ,
"
'. '
TAKING A TW ICE A WEEK JAN PUN,
A GOOD'SKIER,
¦ ¦ '•
IN POSSESSION OF A CAR.
•
IN POSSESSION OF A SKI PASS ,
IN POSSESSION OF A SINGLE,
SEND REPLIES TO ROOM 330D. X24497G0

Arts Notes
Thurs. Nov. 8

Sun. Nov. 11

Colloquia - "Men, Women and1
Art exhibit opening - paintings by
Photography, " Smith Room, Roberts,i Michael Reece, art museum, 3 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Mon. Nov. 12
Poetry reading with Colby Visiting
Writer Alice Fulton , Robinson Room ,
Miller Library, 8 p.m.
Film - "On the Waterfront ," Lovejoy 100, 3 and 6:30 p.m.
Film - "Man of Iron," AV room,
Miller Library, 7:30 p.m.
Wed. Nov. 14
r

Fri. Nov. 9
Film - "All that Jazz," Lovejoy 100,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Sat. Nov. 10

"The Three Sisters" p raised f or quality
by MARK VIDEN
Anton Chekhov's play, "The Three
Sisters" marked the opening of the
1984-85 season of the Performing Arts
Program. Although this play, directed
by Professor Richard Sewell, is
classified as a comedy by Chekhov
himself, the tragic moments -seem to
outweigh the funny scenes.
The play takes place in the Prozorof
household, located in a non-descript
Russian town" at the turn of the century. This house becomes a microcosm
for the turbulence of revolutionary
Russia: the characters are forced to
deal with their position in life now and
what it will be in the future. The plot
centers around three sisters, Olga,
Masha, and Irina, whose house is inhabited by all walks of Russian life.
Patty Ciriglian 's performance as
Olga was delightful: she seemed to
possess a natu ral charm that flooded
the stage. She dealt readily with her
character 's range of emotions; from
the joy of celebrating a birthday to the
shock of witnessing a fire destroy her

town. Elizabeth Eddy portrayed the
sullen, and often bitter character of
Masha very well. Eddy captured" the
subtleties of this role when she is forced to break away from a Russian
soldier, Vershinin, whom she loves.
This particular scene showed the
distress and hopelessness that so often
pervaded the lives of the Prozorofs.
This hopelessness is summed up by
Vershinin as he exclaimed: "Happiness
is never what we have, but what we
long for. " This energetic character was
played by Professor Howard Koonce,
who seemed to excite the stage with
Vershinin's empty, but humorous, promises of a better future . Koonce
presented the perfect image of the
soldier/philosoph er who is caught up
by the seeds of revolution around him.
I was pleasantly surprised by John
Bate's character, the Baron Tuzenbach. Bates showed the sincerity of
Tuzenbach throughout the play, and
his hopeless flirtations with Irina (who
only talks to him in the hopes that she
will get to go to Moscow) were both
tragic and comic.

Colleen Balch, who portrayed the
third sister, Irina, seemed to be uncomfortable on stage. While she delivered
her lines fairly well , her body
movements suggested an awkwardness
in interacting with the other characters.
Irina is supposed to transform from an
innocent, happy-girl to an embittered
woman who is left only with broken
dreams. Unfortunately, I didn 't see
this in Balch's performance.
The threesisters have a brother named Andrei who was played by Marcus
Ratliff. Andrei, the only male of the
family, is the Prozorof's hope for a
better future. He is a scholar and wants
to become a Moscow professor. He
abandons this career to become a local
bureaucrat, thus destroying any hopes
of the Prozorofs. I thought Ratliff's
acting was good, especially in the
beginning of the play. At the end ,
however, I didn 't see the transformation of the character. I felt that I was
not given enough reason why this
strong character became so weak and
feeble at the end.

Film - "On the Waterfront/' AV
room , Miller ' Library , 6:30 p.m.
Thurs. Nov . 15
Film - "Black and White in Color ,"
AV room, Miller Library , 7:30 p.m.

Film - "All that Jazz," Lovejoy 100,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
The Italian Landscape paintings exhibit continues until Dec. 2 , art
museum.
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Mus ic f r o m Marlboro

Continued on page 10

Marlb oro Quintet conveys sp irit

Where is it?

by TOPHER HORNER

The Music from Marlboro String
Quintet was presented in Given
Auditorium by the Colby Community
Music Associates last Sunday. All of
the musicians are highly accomplished and their performance was
technically beyond reproach.
The musicians did far more than
play all the right notes. In this age of
improvised music, literate music (that
is, composed music read from a page)
is sometimes attacked for limiting
musi ci ans * freedom of expression.
Anyone
who would make this attack
s
does not understand that the purpose
re of playing such music is to recreate the
•5 spirit of what the composer wrote, not
ra
2
.& merely to repeat notes from a page. A
o written piece of music may be interpreted in a var iety of ways, with each
o interpretation reflecting the personality
X
t 1
and soul of the musician. This quintet 's
interpretations succeeded in creating
living music,
The concert hegan with Beethoven 's
Quintet in C minor , opus 104. This
p iece conve ys an ger , especially in the
sections where the key of C minor is
insisted.
The first movement, Allegro con
brio, lunges forward and quietly
reflects before pressing on again. The
second movement is a theme and variations. The alternation of major and
minor variations expresses a sadness
which Franz Shubcrt brought to fullest

T
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Jef f James was the f i r st to
identif y Dixier 's corners tone
(left/ last week.Tlief i r ts person
to call Ihe ECHO and identify
til ls week's photo will get two
tic kets to Stu-A f ilms,

expression after Beethoven. The third
movement is a minuet , a form derived
from dance pieces. I his movement is
anything but a light dance piece. The
abrupt end of the movement seems
almost violent. The finale, prestissimo,
has a duet between first violin and first
viola which is terrifying in C minor ,
then ominous in major before slipping
back into minor.
The whole piece ends with a quiet
section in major which is very unexpected after the darkness and anger of
most of the piece. It is as if Beethoven
realized that this piece sounded so
much like the voice of doom that he
felt it necessary to end it in a quiet ,
hopeful voice and it is an ambitious
piece to begin a concert with. The
musicians succeeded in bringing the
perverse genius of Beethoven alive. The
first violinist , Larm it Zor i , was
peculiarly apt in playing this piece, it
seems as it she was made to play
Beethoven.
For the second piece, the group
played Shostakovich' s Quartet in float minor , opus 138 . There was only
one violinist , and the violinists switched chairs. It is unusual to sec violinists
in groups such as this share the fi rst
violin duties between pieces,
The Shostakovich piece has a very
different character than the Beethoven.
Much of the difference is due to the
fact that Shostakovich lived nnd composed in this century (he died in 1975),
There are man y dif ferenc es b et ween
twentieth century composed music and

music from the age of Beethoven and
Mendelssohn (who composed the third
piece on the program) which would be
too complicated to describe here. It is
enough to say that the voices in the
Shostakovich are put together in a way
which is sometimes not nearly as
cooperative as in earlier music.
The quartet seems to take on the
character of a disjointed but intense
conversation. There arc sections -where
one voice is dominant , sections where
they are sustained in weird ways over
one another , very active sections where
the logic of the development shifts
rapidly from voice to voice, and sections , which mix and trans form these
three types of movement.
An interesting technique called for
in this piece is striking a part of the instrument with the bow. I am not sure
the musicians took this technique as
seriously as they might have; the percussiveness obviously aimed for by the
use of this technique seemed somewhat
imprecise.
Another interesting technique used
in the close of the piece is known
technically as col legno. This term
means that the wobcT of the bow is
drawn across the string as well as the
hair; it gives the effect of a wind or a
breath under the notes,
The last piece played was
Men d elssoh n 's Quintet in B-flat major ,
opus 87. Here the musicians seemed as
fresh as when they began the concert.
This piece was lighter and more joyfu l
Contlnuod on page 11

•Three Sister s
Continued from page 9

Although this play did deal with
many tragedies , there were two
characters -who lightened up the stage
with comedy. The first was Kulygin,
a dull school teacher; played quite well
by Douglas;Chilson. His confusion to
the happenings around him provided
much-needed relief. Finally, there was
a deaf old man by the name of Ferapont, who had me hoping for more ap-

Stu-A Fil ms.

Three classic films

pearances. Sewell, who took time out
from his directing to play him, did so
much with small part, that I wouldn't
mind seeing a play just on the life of
this poor soul.
If the high quality that was shown
in the "Three Sisters" is the norm for
the Performing Arts' productions, I
welcome the chance to see the other
two shows that will be produced for the
second semester.

by LEN LAMONT

"On the Waterfront" is one of the most exciting
as well as poignant love stories filmed in America.
Shot on the docks of Hoboken in the early '50's ,
"Waterfront " is about organized crime, union corruption, and, most of all, the awakening moral consciousness of a young ex-prize fighter Who "could
have been a contender."The haunting musical score
is by Leonard Bernstein. Method actors Marlon Brando, Eva Marie Saint, Rod Steiger, and Lee J. Cobb
were directed by Elia Kazan ("East of Eden"), a filmmaker best known for the richly evocative performances he inspired. Free screening Monday,
November 13 at 6:30, and Wednesday, November 15
at 6:30. See weekly calendar for location.
"Singin ' in theRain "(1952), an immensely funny
and winning technicolor musical, is a Hollywood film
about Hollywood. This is the one in which Gene Kelly
sloshes through mud puddles while swirling his umbrella overhead; once you've seen and heard it, you'll

never again worry about getting wet. Donald O'Connor's "Make 'Em Laugh" and the "Moses Supposes" number he does with Kelly will have you
realize as never before that the word "brilliance " is
as applicable to a finely tuned body as it is to a glittering mind. The movie, directed by Gene Kelly and
Stanley Donen, will be screened by Stu-A Films
Wednesday, November 14.

"All that Jazz " (1979), like "Singin' in the Rain,"
is a film about the entertainment business, but this
backstage musical is full-of acid and darkness, not
sweetness and light. Roy Scheider plays alter-ego to
director-choreographer Bob Fosse C'Cabaret "),
whose personal life the film unabashedly makes
public. The Scheider/Fosse character is handsome,
sexy, sexist, obsessive, and truly gifted. The dancing in the movie is, at times, excruciatingly erotic.
Indeed , the whole film exudes the grit and the glitter
of a New York lifestyle that is hedonistic, fast-paced ,
and creative. Showing at Stu-A Films, Fri. and'-Sat.,
Nov . 16 and 17.

Movie Review

' Terminator " ter min ated

[Above] Professor Howard Koonce as Vershinin and Patty Cirigliano
as Olga. [Below] Colleen Balch as Irina and Liz Eddy as Masha with
Koonce and Cirigliano.

by JOHN H. PROROK

"The Terminator " is a totally unpretentious
movie. It doesn 't pretend to be anything more than
a grade B action flic , and the most redeeming aspect
of the movie is that it doesn 't take itself seriously.
You shouldn 't either.
"The Terminator " is a futuristic film which takes
place in the present. After a nuclear war , a new
holocaust is in progress. Machines are the new Nazis
and to aid them in the elimination of man , they've
developed the terminator series of cyborgs. These
robots look like humans but are practically-indestructible. To prevent a small band of human rebels from
winning, the authorities send a terminator into the
past to assassinate the rebel leader 's mother before
she conceives the child. Of course, there are numerous
holes in the script but don 't think about them too
much - you might miss a shootout.
Arnold Schwartzenager is the terminator. He
speaks approximately 10 sentences and sounds as if
he studied at the Sly Stallone school of verbal
elegance. He's perfectly cast. Arnold looks mean ,
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flexes his muscles, and shoots everything in sight
repeatedly. When he's plopped down in the middle
of Los Angelos completely nude, he finds clothing
by ripping the heart out of a punk and wears the spiked leather outfit. Mindless violence; yes, and plenty
of it. Thankfullly, the rebels sent their own man after
Arnold to protect the mother. What ensues is a 90
minute shootout in which Arnold gets hit with
everything except a nuclear bomb and still gets up
to wreak havoc.
There is excessive violence in "The Terminator "
but it has a comic hook quality to it. There are a few
intense scenes which aren 't for the squeamish , but
overall, the film isn't exceptionally graphic.
"The Terminator " is a throwback to those 1950
sci-fi movies which contained all those awful special
effects, tin pan dialogue, and stereotypical characters .
There's a great deal of humor in the movie which
adds to its comic book tone, the ridiculous nature
of its premises being the root of all the jokes. The
actors know they 're in a B movie and make the most
of it. None of the people involved in the film had
dreams of academy awards, just packed houses.
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Quality gauranteed or your money graciously returned.
Largest selection of convenience groceries in town.

3

Many fine deli items — Hot Homemade Soups
Lasagna dinners - Our Fresh Baked Breads - Pasteries
Salads - Chef Salads
Selected Beers and Sodas on Special
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"Over the River "
bv MARC RATLIFF

• ' Professor David Mills, a 1957 Colby graduate, is back again. After
finishing at Colby, Mills attended the
University of Illinois and Harvard for
Graduate Studies in English.
After President Kennedy was killed,
Mills lost direction for a while. He said
that he was disillusioned with America
and American politics. David Mills
"dropped out " and went to Italy. He
lived there for years, working on and
acting in Italian films.
It was in Italy, in a deserted farm
house near Naples, that Mills began his
play, "Over the River and Through the
Woods." The play progressed slowly
folfiowing him back to America for a
short stay, then back to Italy where he
finally finished it. "Over the River and
Through the Woods" is a farce in the
classical style where ordinary people
face the ridiculous problems of everyday life.
"Over the River " will be appearing
as a Powder and Wig production in
December and will be Mills' first play
produced. Mills said that he has had

•Marlboro

trouble in the past getting his plays accepted for production because of the
large cast he often creates. An earlier
p lay of Mills ' included forty
characters. There is a definite disadvantage, Mills says, in writing plays
with large casts when you are relatively unknown. Producers are usually not
willing to take the risk.
The production of "Over the
River "at Colby will be directed by.ProfessoT Howard Koonce. Mills hopes
that this production will help him make
a few changes and ensure that the play
looks good on the stage before he takes
it elsewhere. Mills is looking forward
to the possibility that the play will be
accepted by a Los Angeles repertory
company early next year. They would
be filming the play for a cable T.Y.
_
station.
Though this play is a farce which attempts to show the often absurd face
of politics , social customs, and
moralistic thinking, Mills says this play
is not a satire. He wants to make fun
of everyone while offending no one.
Performing Arts Professor Dick Sewall
summed up the play beautifully as,
"sustained silliness."

* ' Italian Landscapes ? '
dis play on exhibit
by {CATHERINE E. KAMM
"Italian Landscapes," the exhibit
presently on display in the Jette Gallery
is the result of Assistant Professors
Gina Werfel and W. Hearne Pardee's
four month stay in Italy. Supported in
part by a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation arid by a travel grant from
Colby College, the two started at the
Rockefeller Foundation Study and
Conference Center at Bellagio on Lake
Como, and later moved near Umbertide in Umbria.
,
While all the paintings were worked directly outdoors they are not meant
to be precise or documentary renditions. Nor are they intent on capturing the effect of light Or atmospheric
condition as were " the Impressionist
painters of the 19th century. These
paintings are inspired by the artists'
direct contact with nature but are more
about the relations of shapes, planes,
and colors.
When asked if they manipulated the
natural elements to achieve a desired
composition , they replied that in
general they did not. All the elements
remain , but they are built up or deemphasized through the use of color.
Pardee resounded that the landscape
is like a third thing which comes between an artist and his painting. It has
a natural balance and harmony which
can be energized by the positioning of
shapes, the treatment of their negative
spaces and the handling of color.
For both Werfel and Pardee this
venture was a return to the art which
had been an enormous inspiration in

Visi t in g Prof essor Davi d Mills
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the beginning of their artistic careers.
They studied once again such old
masters as Piero della Francesca, Titian, and Tintoretto. A study of the latters' "Deposition " is one of the few
drawings by Werfel included in the exhibit. These small,studies concentrate
on the big, overall rhythmic Qualities
of Tintoretto 's figurative compositions. Through these figurative studies
Werfel translates not the subject matter, but the dense, enclosed rhythmic
quality, giving her landscape renditions
an organic complexity.
Neither Werfel nor Pardee see these
paintings as a departure from their
previous works. The rich variety of the
Italian countryside simply provided a
new and inspirational focal point. Both
are involved with a similar sense of color, yet have different compositional
styles. Werfels arrangements tend to be
more compact and contained; flat
shapes positioned to create an all over
patterning. Her paintings emphasize a
feeling of movement whereas Pardee's
stress stability. Pardee noted that often
he would concentrate on a single obj ect, emphasizing its singularity and the
space around it. His tendency is to
push things further into the distance in
comparison to Werfel who brings her
patterning to the surface of the canvas.
Werfel described the trip as a fantastic experience and Pardee concluded that their study solidified many
thoughts and ideas about their work.
The paintings in this exhibit are sensitive, diverse Italian countryside. The
show will remain on display through
December.
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Continued from page 9
than the proceeding pieces, although it
certainly cannot be accused of not being serious about its joy.
The first movement is an Allegro
vivace. "Vivace" is related to the
English word "vivacious," and that
word best describes this movement.
The second movement is called Andante Scherzando. "Andante" means
slow and "scherzando " means fast;
this movement is a lively waltz taken
at a leisurely pace, with an element of
mystery introduced in the use of pizzicato (plucking the strings). The third
movement. Adagio e lento, is slow.
There are elements of this movement
which may sound overly romantic to
our mordern ears, for example loud
tremolos and a lavish violin solo near
the end. The saving grace of the movement is a restrained but beautiful cello
solo. The piece concludes with a movement called Allegro molto vivace,
which balances with the first
movement.
The Colby Community Music
Associates must be commended for
bringing this highly artistic group to
Colby. They showed originality in
sharing duties (the violists also switched chairs for the Mendelssohn} and in
beginning with a serious and ambitious
piece and progressing to a lighter
although no less ambitious piece. Their
dedication to the music showed not only in their superb technique but also in
their ability to-feel and to convey the
spirit of the music.
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on the wall

The incident oi1 vandalism at th§Coffeehouse Monday might is, tit and of itself, outrageous, hat ft also indicates a problemat Colby whichis -worse titan the act
,
itself,
/ ; - ¦'
The vandalism is an offense net only to the Coffeehouse/but to most of the students at Colby, as well.
Althoughit affects few directly, everybody tea victim of
the Jack of tolerance and j sradlessriessevidenced by the
y
"
destruction.
It Is this intolerance which j sthe trJost disturbing aspect
*
of the act. Despite Colby's efforts to broadWstudenis
views, despitethe adtomistratioxi's claimsthat last years
theme helped diversify the campus , many here are still
unable to accept another person *? lifestyle oc«kfe color.
Worse, it is still acceptable to strike o«t tbrougfe-vaiK
dalism, ;to destroy properly, to try to hurt what eattaot
be changed or understood*
Unfortunately,there is little chancethai the vawlals
will turn themselves1% or evea that they<wltt be found*
But perhaps- that doesn*t siatter-They only leftftt a growing -intolerance,on campus, and the way to <?osibatthat
is not by punishing a few bat by fcdBqat*ng -everybody,
Colby's struggle against hatred is not over, not bv a
long way. it is unfortunatethat the Coffeehouse/which
providesan.alternativeto tbe Spa aed a place;forforums,
movies and talks, has become a victim of thie verything
it helps to fight
•
* -:
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To the Editor
Legs photo disappointing
To th e Editor :

I was very disappointed to see that
"the ECHO had printed a picture of
cheerleaders' legs last week.
It is had enough that Colby has an
all female cheering squad that wears
mini skirts. The purpose of
cheerleaders is to stir up enthusiasm in
th e crowd , not to be sex objects for the
pleasure of male fans. What we need
at Colby is a mixed, male and female,
cheering squad that wears practical
j eans and sweatshirts. The current
The ECHO encourages commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be under 300 words
long. All submissions must be signed to be printed , although some
pieces may be printed anonymously
after consultation with the editor.
Anyone wishing to discuss a sub-

i
1

vl i

ty but ineffectual sideline attractions

while th e "real men" battle it out on
the fi eld , greatly undermine the ad-

vancement that women have made
away from the sidelines of society and
into positions of power. :'
The ECHO should not encourage
the kind of belittlement of women that
the cheerleaders represent by printing
pictures of their legs!
L or i Gustafson
mission can reach the editor at X.
2348; all consultations will be kept
confidential if it is so desired . AH
submissions MUST be in the ECHO
office by Monday at 5:30 pm the
week of publication—late articles
may held until the next issue.

Dining system needs to change
by SARAH PEASLEE

Colby 's dining system needs
modifi cation: the current plan which
requires students to pay for a full

Commenta ry

week's meals precludes flexibility and
is costly to those who prefer a different
schedule of nourishment.
This has long been a topic of discussion, even of some consideration , but
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card worth several meals, which would
be punched at the door either one, two,
or three times, according to the meal
taken. This would eliminate the inconvenience of carrying around cash-possibly even that of untimely
identifications.

has recently fallen aside in the wake of
larger campus developments . It is
perhaps time to encourage the dining
hall commission to recommence the
process of review , to reconsider the
creation of an alternative meal plan.
Perhaps a more immediate step in this
direction , however, one that would be
clearly feasible and easily implemented, would be Ihe creation of an
off-campus meal card. .
Not a few off-campus students fake
an occasional meal in the dining halls.
Officially , one pays at the door as one
goes in: one dollar for breakfast , two
for lunch , and three for dinner. According to Stanley Nicholson , Vice President of Administrative Affairs, the offcampus student is already fav ored in
the cost of these meals , as the average
daily cost for the rest of the community
is about $6.95 daily. He thus sees no
possibility of reducing the door price.
Something can be done to make dining hall dining more convenient ,
however. Instead of paying cash for
each meal, a student could purchase a
'•¦
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But the card could be of service not
only to the off-campus student him or
herself , but to the greater Colby community at large. Use of the card c$uld
serve as a test for possible future meal
plan modifications (the card system
could perhaps be adopted on a more
general basis). And of .course most
everyone will agree that the attributes
of the off-campus sector are of such
a nature that any interaction with the
community is of great ' value, and
therefore to be highly .encouraged.
Both Mr. Nicholson and Ted Mayer ,'
head of dining hall services, support
the.idea , and encourage student feed-N
back as to the best amount for such a
card ($20) and the best place for sale
(bookstore?).
News Killum
Meghan Cuscy
Sunnric Knimm

I'tainin Editor
Kiircn Buckley
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Thanks
by JONAS ROSENTHAL
It is tempting to take such an opportunity to reach a large Colby audience
to sound off on one of several current

Faculty Vie w
complaints. Or to propose a reform
which will change the course of the college. Or to wax sociological on one of
my pet themes .
I decided, rather, to reserve these for
more specific targets, at more appropriate times, by other tactics. Today, I want to say, on behalf of myself
and a great many others , a loud
THANK YOU to a small number of
people who have made life better for
us at Colby. There is a great risk ,
because I cannot include all who have
touched me so positiviely, and I do not
want to offend any who are omitted.
To live is to risk , however, so:
THANKS to Tom Easton, who
periodically reminds us that we have
duties and responsibilities which we are
ignoring. He can do this with grace and
without hectoring... and it is easier to
take from him than from most. At the
same time, I must thank Harold
Pestana , who periodically reminds us
not to take ourselves very seriously,
Continued on page 14
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Finding the course
A few comme nts on Crossfire
that fits right
BY WENDY LAPHAM

We've all been through a harrowing week recently. It's called
COURSE PREREGISTRATION,
or, Course Career Hesistation. It

Scra tching
the Surface

requires going to your mailbox,
picking up the white, blue and
yellow sheets, setting them aside,
picking them up off the floor Sunday night, panicking, and attempting to arrange a schedule for the
following semester which best suits
your needs and desires.
• Of course the first thing to do is
to try to create a schedule which has
absolutely no classes on Monday,
Wednesday and Fridays. When that
fails , y ou t ry for Tues d ays and
Thursdays. Inevitably, you're s tuc k
with a lab or an 8:30 French class.

C'est la vie.
Then you. get to the point where
your schedule is completely finished except for one course. It's kind
of like packing your entire suitcase
and leaving out your underwear by
mistake. You have to fit it in
somewhere becauseyou need it, but
what do you do? You have your
token requirement. You have three
courses in you major and that will
probably kill you . You need one
more course, three more lousy
credit hours. So you scour the
catalogue for something different
but not too challenging, something
challenging but not too different.
Well, when I went through the
catalogue, I had.a lot of fun picking out that fifth course because
there were so many of them that
looked both challenging and different. Here they are:
AN298 The Gypsies: An ex« Continued on page 15
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BY NANCY FINMAN
I was excited by the appearance of "The Colby
CROSSFIRE" on campus this past weekend. Conservatives
at Colby are usually pretty evasive, but here I found myself
with a whole newspaper full of articles by right-wing
students. I read it cover to cover, underlined , wrote comments, and screamed. Pd like to share just a few of my
thoughts on the new paper.
To begin with , there were several factual errors, which
may be merely the result of our very different perceptions
of the world. First , an unnamed writer , praising Reagan 's
foreign policy (p. I), claims that "...Grenada is now free
from Cuban aggression."
There never was any Cuban aggression. There was an
internal coup, and there were Cuban workers, advisors and
soldiers on the island, but there was only American aggression. And , as all sane people would do, the Cubans returned
fire when American troops invaded.
Second, David Sullivan, in defending the need to aid the
contras in Nicaragua, says, "We did not intervene in the
Nicaraguan revolutions."This is plainly false. The revolution is not over. The revolution will not be over until power
is consolidated. Even Mr. Sullivan points out that Ortega 's
"death grip" has not yet been "stabilized ."Then , on page
5, Mattew (sic) Duffin places George Bush among the ranks
of moderate Republicans. If this is the case, then Olympia Snowe and Jock McKeman are communist
revolutionaries.
The factual errors are trivial compared to the overall tone
of the conservative rag . The writers are unabashedly immoral. David Sullivan winds up his plea for continued
covert action against the Nicaraguan Sandinistas by stating ,
"It is not a question of the ideal, it is not a question of
being nice, it is not a question of moral righteousness-it
is a (sic) question of the security and survival of the United
States of America. " That 's a powerful statement. Heather
Mor t on wa s "outraged " by the memo from "Concerned
Students"regarding Gordon Liddy 's appearance at Colby.
While she failed to understand that freedom of speech
has absolutely nothing to do with an obligation to pay peo-

ple to have their say, I was pleased that Ms. Morton referred to the Constitution. The American Constitution , a
document with a clear moral base, guarantees a whole series
of rights to the American people. We consider them fundamental , inviolable human rights. Ms. Morton expressed rage when she felt that those rights were being abridged. That's a good sign. I, too, feel rage when those rights
are violated, however I feel that we must extend those same
rights to all people, regardless of nationality.
So, when Mr. Sullivan tosses morality, the very basis
of this nation , over his shoulder when dealing with
Nicaragua , I must wonder whether he feels that only
Americans (as in USA) should be guaranteed those basic
rights. If we must abandon "moral righteousness" in pursuit of national security, then perhaps we ought to review
our interests or rewrite the Constitution . I would opt for
the former.
The immorality expressed by CROSSFIRE writers is
compounded by an outright double standard . Bob
McDonald gives a gruesome account of the Soviet response
to the Hungarian uprising in 1956, and the murder of the
Hungarian Prime Minister and several of his associates.
That was indeed a tragic series of events. Mr. McDonald
also reminds us that the individuals responsible for
squashing the rebellion are now among the Soviet leadership. OK. The Soviets acted contrary to the will of the
Hungarian people, in a very bloody way, and that 's
detestable.
But let us remind ourselves of Mossadegh in Iran , and
Aleende in Chile. Those were also pretty ugly scenes. We
installed our dear friend , Shah Reza Pahlevi , in Iran , and
patted him on the back as his death squads carved ever
more notches into their American-made guns. Similarly,
let's congratulate ourselves for removing the popular , and
popularly elected , Salvador Allende from office in Chile
(in fact , we murdered him). Now General Pinochet is in
power. The Chilean people should be grateful: now they 've
got their very own death squads and concentration camps;
people routinely "disappear," and hundreds have been sent
into internal exile. Ms. Morton , are you outraged?

PIZZA by NORM
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The Universities of New England
Study Abroad
In

AUSTRIA

at the University of

SALZBURG

• Open to students In all major
fields.
• Requirements: two years of
college German and good
. scholastic standing.
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For Information:
Director: Salzburg Program
Dept. of Foreign "Languages
,Unlvowlly. of ,Maine , ,
Orono,* Maine 04469

To): (207) 581-2073

Loose-leaf notebook

by Joyce Seymou r

of his flunky ... Why aren't the human
stars of "The Birds" buried under
mounds of bird droppings?..v Ttjs a
wonder Poland isn't exploding following the death of that pro-Solidarity
priest at the hands of a couple of
security officials. Walesa realizes, and
has made it known, that the government will use any forceful show of
anger as an excuse to crack down...
This month's "Ebony" has an article
entitled, "Why Blacks do Better at
Black Colleges"... The price of Midol
is a shameful thing... That the three exmembers of Led Zeppelin could form
a group called the Honeydrippers has
to be one of thejfunniest turnarounds
in rock history . Maybe not- they call
it going back to their roots... Professor
Keuter got a mention in a NEW YORK
TIMES article on language instruction
in the U.S., due to his annual sending
of German tapes to freshmen-to-be (in
order to interest thern in studying German)... Prof. Keuter , by the way,
makes a hell of a jaegerschnitzel...
It 's too bad the Tufts' bad snap sailed so far , and that no Colby lineman
got a chance to pounce on a little
glory... Garry Trudeau has George
Bush pegged... In the most recent issue
of "Newsweek's On Campus,"KDR's
ledging habits a reexposed , and Lisa
Birnbach' s book is trashed... Huey
Browne, son of Sociology Professor
Dallas and Intercultural Affairs head
Imelda, made a mint for theMt. Merici
School by selling raffle tickets to Foss
dining hall patrons... I'm not especially
taken with any of the graduation
speaker "possibilities " on which
seniors must vote. Ford? Reagan?
Continued on page 15

by LESLIE ROBINSON
It's late at night and the Supremes
are bouncing me around my room, and
I'm trying to keep my mind off the

Loose
Leaves

•Thanks

Continued from page 13

that foibles are fun , that there can be
joy in challenging authority and those
who think they are authorities.
THANKS to Diane Gagnon , who
turns away wrath when I call because
rny preferred text is out-of-print , who
seems constitutionally incapable of
defensiveness no matter how much we
displace our anger at publishers upon

Dr. Spot

election and my semuiar presentation.
So I'm going to indulge myself in an
orgy of observation, based on some of
the past week's sights and sounds:
The club crowd in "Purple Rain "
was astonishingly interracial, almost to
the point of even distribution at each
table ... WMHB needs new ads,
WMHB always needs new ads ...
Where in or on that funeral pyre was
Indira Gandhi's body? ... There are
now two full-fledged mohawks bobbing around on campus ... I'm glad
Doug Flutie and B.C. lost to Penn
State; Flutie earlier "endorsed"
Reagan ... CVS is the place to go for
af ter-the-f act Halloween candy ...
Hundreds of heaven-bound , red ,
white, and blue balloons are indeed a
stirring sight ..._There are three movies
out about the noble American farmer
-and farm foreclosures continue to
mount ... The Phoenix Suns are 5-0,
theL.A. Lakers 1-3 ... Parents, parents
everywhere ... I guess it should be little surprise that virtually every professor I have in some way mentioned
the Auburn tragedy ...
"People" has another update on
Brooke at Princeton. Lord, was I worried about her progress ... The clock
tower has been catching the sun just
right at 3:30 ... Prof. Weissberg thinks
Reagan will step down by 1986 in favor
her .
THANKS to Ellie Clark , who proved us skeptics wrong when we thought
no one could possibly continue the
friendly good spirits of Polly O'Connell in the duplicating office. She proved the sun could shine in the Eustis
Building.
THANKS to Larry Gagnon and

Lorraine Chipman for making my office and teaching environment clean,
orderly, and human. They provide daily reminders of our sense of
community.
THANKS to Dottie Evertsen and
Pauline Wing and Joyce Matthews and
Terry Morrisseau for being there absolutely, positively when they were

needed, with a care and concern for accuracy that makes us upgrade the "first
draft "even before they improve it for
us.
THANKS to Fred Geib and Hank
Gemery and Hal Raymond and Bob
Reuman , who have provided counsel
and encouragement when some of the
molehills have seemed mountainous to
me. Even when I have not been smart

To maste r your career in business , see
The Specialist: Bentley Graduate School.
Organizations in todays complex business world
need both competent general- managers and
skilled specialists with expertise in specific business iunclions, That's why Bentley College offers
students a choice of five different graduate business programs.
You can select from four specialized master of
science programs , in accountancy, computer
information systems, finance or taxation, to complement your undergraduate degree in liberal
arts, science , or business, Or choose our unique
MBA program that, unlike most other MBAs, is
tied into our specialized programs , allowing
you six areas of concentration plus interaction

with fellow students and professors with specialized perspectives.
Located just nine miles from Boston on Route 128,
Massachusetts' high-technology highway,Bentley
College, offers graduate programs t hat mirror the
real-world business environment where general
managers and their more specialized colleagues
work hand-in-hand to achieve success for their
organizations and their own careers,
If you're looking to be the master of your
business f ut ure, see The Specialist Send this
coupon to the Bentley College Graduate
School or call (617) 891-2108.

enough to follow it , I have always
benefitted from their wisdom.
THANKS to the Colby band of
AAUP, a few who have made an enormous contribution to the improvement
of our working conditions.
THANKS to the ECHO, for the
space to voice what I am sure many
would echo and re-echo.
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Three trends in arms race point to nuclear war
BY CHIP HAUSS

v.

During the election campaign , politician after politician,
Democrat and Republican alike proclaim that nuclear war is
unthinkable. What they do not tell us is that the current arms
race-promoted by Democrats and Republicans alike-is increasing, not decreasing, the likelihood of a nuclear holocaust.

Commentary
As we examine three trends m the current arms race, it should
be clear that weapons are becoming more and more 'deadly,
that the likelihood of limiting nuclear war is nil , and that we
are therefore courting the nuclear holocaust that could literally
wipe out the human species.
. . .. ' , ' .
[I] The new weapons. Since the late 1970's, the United States
has deployed or begun research on a number of new and lethal
weapons, including- the MX , Cruise, Pershing, and Midgetman missiles, the B-l and Stealth Bombers , and the Trident
submarine. Both the Carter and Reagan administrations have
done so because they felt that the Soviet Union has pulled
ahead of us and now threatens our national security. It may
be true that the Soviets have more big missiles, but there is
still rough parity in the total nuclear arsenals.
More importantly, the build-up will probably worsen , not
help. First , it is not clear that the new weapons systems will
really work and/or add to our security. The MX , for example, is a highly vulnerable system. Reliable estimates suggest
that only about ten percent would reach the USSR in a
counterattack. Like the other new systems, the MX is
"destabilizing" because the Soviets correctly argue that it is
only useful in an offensive "first strike. " The same can be
said for the new Soviet weapons systems. In other words, they
are afraid we would use them to start a war. We have the same
fears about their systems, fears that only increase as the
weapons become both more vulnerable and more lethal. Those
fears contribute to the heightening tension between the superpowers which , in turn , raises the probability of war. .
Second, they are at odds with our long-standing stated policy
of deterrence. In theory, we maintain a nuclear arsenal only
to respond to a Soviet first strike. We assume that our threat
is so frightening that it will keep the> Soviet Union from attacking us in the first place. None of the new weapons systems
are needed to maintain a deterrrent that could destroy the
Soviet Union many times over. We have had that capacity for
years. Most of the new weapons, instead , are being deployed
with other, aggressive goals in mind. Most worrisome is our
unreachable desire for superiority . At best, superiority will
only lead the Soviets to catch up, and ,* as we are about to see,
the hew weapons and other technological innovations are such
that any conflict between the US and USSR will turn into an
all-out nuclear war.
[2] CCCI. Strategic thinkers in both the United States and
Soviet Union are increasingly worried about command, control, communication , and intelligence (CCCI) or our ability
to keep things going in case of an attack. Keeping the chain
of command intact , communicating with our submarines,, and
getting quicker warning of impending attacks are all technically
fascinating issues. Most CCCI experts, however, agree that

they are also unsolvable. We will only have a few minutes
(somewhare between six and thirty) to decide if we should
retaliate against what looks like an attack , and that time span
gets shorter with each new technological development. Most
CCCI experts, therefore, believe we would have to ' 'launch
on warning" (i.e. retaliate the moment it's clear that the Soviets
are attacking). And , because we think we have to assume the
worst, any nuclear war would turn total. That would probably
happen if we used the "miniweapons ," fired by tanks and
bazookas that could be used during the course of a conventional war. Like the new weapons, even "defensive " CCCI
developments raise that risk of the unthinkable. ,

[3] Strategic targeting. Both the Soviet Union and the United
States have something called a SIOP (Strategic Integrating
Operational Plan),which lays out the targets we would attack.
As best we can.tell (the actual SIOP is classified for obvious
reasons), our government is not lying when it says it only
targets military and industrial targets, not civilians. Yet , as
anyone familiar with the Bath-Brunswick area must realize ,
most industrial and military targets are in populated areas,
and hitting them will mean killing millions of civilians. Even
the new, smaller, more accurate weapons would leave millions
of dead and utterly disrupt life as we know it.
All this suggests that , even given the best technology we can
realistically anticipate, let alone what we have now, nuclear
war cannot be fought without destroying both countries. Yet ,
the Reagan administration still hints at winning a nuclear war,
and its arms build up is based on what is often referred to
as "war fighting " stategic assumptions. Although the
Democrats take less bellicose positions, even their proposals
would substantially heighten the risk of the holocaust we all
fear.
-should
we
do?
What, then ,
Realistically, we will not be able to rid the world of nuclear
weapons overnight. Still , there are three things we can do on

Once we have taken these three steps we could probably embark on a fourth-serious arms reduction negotiations with
the Soviets. The first three would be major "confidence
building " measures that would not endanger us yet might convince the Soviet Union that we are in fact only interested in
defense. With that accomplished , we just might be able to get
somewhere in eliminating the remaining weapons.
Even if we could not make much progress in arms reduction negotiations, the first three steps would have been worth
it. Even if we were only able to make our systems purely and
clearly defensive, we could allay many of the Soviets' fears
without making ourselves vulnerable to an attack or any notion that they could win a nuclear war. That would almost
certainly reduce the risk of nuclear war nearly to zero.
And wouldn't that be worth it?

•Crossf ire,——
Continued from page 13

And , lest we f orget who our own leaders are in this country, let's take a stroll back in time to the early 1950's. That 's
right , folks, it 's time for the House UnAmerican Activities
Committee and Joe McCarthy. Ronald Reagan, never one
to tolerate communism, screamed along with all of the
other hysterical witch-hunters. Then in 1960, in a now
famous letter , he likened JFK to Hitler. Oh, and it would
be a shame to forget Reagan 's response, as Governor of
California , to the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley in
the 1960's. He tried to stomp it out. Ms. Morton, are you
outraged?
My point is that right-wing students at Colby, and apparently right-wingers throughou t the States, are playing
with a very dangerous double standard. If it is not moral
to impose one's own will on others, then it is not moralfor anyone. To subordinate morals to such nebulous concepts as "national security" severely erodes one's credibility. If , however, we decide to run that risk, as Mr. Sulliva n
recommends, then we lose the moral license to condemn
other nations that behave as atrociously . Further , if the
phrase "national security interests " means anything (and
thus far , I've understood it merely as the right to mow

MEI LAM LAU

•The cours e that fits
Continued from page 13

amination of Gypsy society and
culture. Cannot be counted toward
the Gypsy Studies Major .

CANTONESE CUISINE & COCKT AILS
JFK Mall , Ke nnedy Memorial Drive
W aterville

ORDERS TO GO
PLEASE CALL
873-5569 or 873-7441

our own right now that would improve the currently
deteriorating conditions. First, we must do whatever we can
to help movements like Beyond War develop large numbers
of people who want, indeed demand, peace. Second , and more
"politically, " we could and should get rid of all the weapons
not needed to assure the destruction of the Soviet Union should
it atttack us. In so doing, we would not only reduce our total
number of weapons by more than half , but we would totally
eliminate the most dangerous ones such as battlefield warheads
and the ones with the clearest first strike capability that the
Soviets fear most. Third , the remaining weapons (probably
concentrated in submarines) must be subjected to some sort
of control whereby they can only be launched once a Soviet
attack has occurred. Steps two and three would make our
policy consistent with deterrence once again. We would have
rid ourselves of those weapons that are most offensive and
hence threatening. We would only maintain the type of arsenal
that would convince the Soviet Union that is would be
devastated if it attacked us.

AS151 Introduction to Stars: The
course will entail field trips to
Hollywood and Las Vegas. Some
classes will be conducted as nighttime observing sessions.
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down other nations and people for one's own economic
benefit), and if we accept its validity, then we've got to
recognize that other powerful nations have similar concerns. There are remarkable parallels between Soviet interests in Afghanistan (and , contrary to Mr. McDonald' s
assertion, I've yet to meet anyone who approves of the invasion) and our own in Nicaragua. The similarities are
worth further examination by CROSSFIRE writers.
Finally, I should explain why I sent this piece to the
ECHO rather than the CROSSFIRE. For those who
haven 't noticed, the CROSSFIRE has a truly novel
disclaimer. It states, "The editors of the Crossfire have
accepted and printed all articles with good faith in terms
of the validity of their content . With the acception (sic)
of editorials , the views of our articles do not necessarily
represent the views of our paper—we take no responsibility for their content ." Since the word "editorial" did not
appea r on any of the pieces in the CROSSFIRE , the staff
has taken no responsibility for anything in the paper.
Hmmmmm. If you liked the "Teflon President ," you 'll
LOVE Teflon jo urnalism! Welcome to Colby,
CROSSFIRE!

GR354 Attic Poetry: A selection
of some of the best-known poetry
written in attics and/or garrets ,
with an emphasis on the poets'
psychological backgrounds. Prerequisite: Basement Poetry or permission of the instructor ,

CHI 12 Chemistry for Citizens:
Basic chemical principles. Prerequisite: students must produce birth
certificate or ' valid Green Card.

AR001 Crafts: Course will focus
on the major Craft traditons in
America, including potholderweaving, god's eyes, pipecleaner
art , lanyards and wallet-making.

EN394 Milton: "Uncle Milty, "
the
man , the age and the life of
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmm immmmtmm *mmmmmmmmKmmmmmmmmmmmm ^mmmm ^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmy
Milton Berle. Audio-visual Lab

AD333 Marketin g: Which
markets to go to, how to shop effectively, how to read labels cor-

Open Sunday thru Thurs .
11-8:30 Fri, & Sat. 11-10
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GE314 Field Study in Bermuda:
Field and laboratory study of
selected topics including the origins
of sailing, the chemical makeup of
a bloody mary, and the process of
madras plaid manufacture.
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rectly. Students will be asked to
prepare weekly shopping lists.
Prerequisite : permission of the
store manager.
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I hope you didn 't overlook any
of these courses while searching for
that evasive last choice. If you did
manage to complete your form , you
have to play "find the advisor. "
This is a g reater challenge than any
other part of the process.
I' m tired of hauling my sleeping
bag up to the English department
to camp out in front of my advisor 's door . I heard that next year
th e Col by Entre preneurs are sel lin g
rubber stamps of faculty members'
signature s, which 1 think will make
everyone a little happier. Once you
get that golden signature , you 're
h ome f ree , except that you have to
remember to walk to Eustis to drop
the form off. After that it's cross
your fingers and scratch your head
time . Oh, and keep scratching the
sur face while you 're at it.

•Notebook

Continued from pago 14
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Even if wc coul d get one of them, I'd
rather henrsomedne enlightening, like
Kermi t the Frog... Maybe I'll get Hucy
to work on it...
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SHE'S LUCKY..
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Cotte r
pulling
a- hoax

i

by JIM SULLIVAN

The current Cotter administration is
pulling a hoax on the entire student
b ody; th ey 're leading us to believe that

Mm

Off the Cuff

•Winship

Continued from page 1
issues were the court-ordered school
busing in Boston and the bottle bill.
Winship 's improvements included
taking advertisements off of the first
three pages, and eliminating columns
and features that were more appropriate to the audience of the '60's.
Lawrence L. Winship, his father ,
was editor of THE GLOBE before he
took over in 1965. His father was a
quiet man who ran the paper from a
corner office and rarely visited the
newsroom. When he replaced his
father, there was criticism and derisive
comments within and without THE
GLOBE but Winship handled this with
patience, humor and by taking a
strong, interested , leadership role.
When Winship became editor , circulation of daily editions was just
under 374,000 issues. But as of
September 1984 this circulation has
reached over 520,000 issues.
For many years now, Winship's
wife, the former Elizabeth Coolidge,
has written the syndicated advice column for teenagers "Ask Beth. " She is
characterized by her husband as "a
ihelluva newspaperman. "
After 20 years of service, Winship
is retiri ng this year. His replacement
will be Mike Janeway who THE
GLOBE staff believes will be a
"sound , creative and persevering
editor. "

Are Reagan's views in sync?
by JOHN M. COLLINS

It is amazing how liberal arts students can pretend to
know so much but really know so little. Armed with glowing statistics (many of which are homemade-witness the

The Fifth Column

'CROSSFIRE articles), Reagan supporters have saturated
this campus with their propaganda. What propaganda , you
say? And what of his views—are they in sine with the progress of this country?
The "recovery" we are now experiencing, first of all , cannot be credited to President Reagan. Sure, taxes were
lowered for the rich. But social security taxes were hiked
markedly, making the net fiscal stimulus negligible.
(Everyone footed the tax bill ,while the rich received their
initial cut).
Tightening the money supply (to curb inflation) had
nothing to do with Reagan. Rather , it was the Carter appointed chairman of the Federal Reserve, Paul Volcker, who
was responsible. In fact , he instituted this policy near the
end of the Carter administration. Fiscal cuts in some areas
were far out-weighed by excessive military spending. One
strong reason behind the recovery, following the severest
recession in 50 years in 1981 -82, has beeathe dropping of
oil prices by the OPEC cartel in the fall of 1983. External
forces were the ace in the economic deck , not Reagan 's
supply-side economics.
Our great President constantly blames Congress for his
own foreign policy gaffes and budget deficits. But that same
Congress, dominated by Democrats in the House-many of
whom ought to be Republicans (i.e. bolwevils)-gave his
royal highness several extensions to the military presence
in Lebanon. What happens? Nearly three hundred
Americans' die and he "courageously " takes full respon-
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tratermties never existed on the Colby
Campus. Through both discrete and
indiscrete operations, they hide the fact
that fraternities were a thriving and
popular institution at Colby. They hide
this fact in order to protect their beloved but flailing Commons system.
It seems that if the administration
were more secure of its position in
regard to the Commons system, they
would more openly recognize the successful role that fraternities had played
in the past. They cannot be secure of
their position amongst students ,
however, because they remember that
students overwhelmingly supported the
fraternities by more than 75 percent/
Since the Commons system isn 'l
holding its own and students are constantly remembering the frat days, the
administration really has to come
down hard on frats and extol the
benefits of the Commons.
One way in which the administration
is trying to cover up fraternities is
siblity. He then turns around and blames Congress for non- through the postal system. Any letters
support. This same man attacks Congress for not passing addressed to any Colby fraternity are
first sent to the Dean's office where
a balanced budget (of which is presently the largest deficit
in history), while every year he submits one that isn 't balanc- they are reviewed, and then sent to that
fraternity member whose name was
ed. Why not practice what you preach , eh?
On campus, the support has been strong for Reagan 's previously associated with that fraterre-election. Conservatism has found a home. It was scary nity. Since when does personal mail
to see the enthusiasm of many to see G. Gordon Liddy, a have -to be checked in through the
Watergate felon , speak on policies that he has no experience Dean 's office? Have Russian cerisureship officials infiltrated Eustis?
in , namely foreign matters.
Another example of fraternity supI did not object to his appearance. It 's irritating to hear
conservatives complain that liberals are close minded (those pression came in the form of a letter
who objected to his presence), despite the fact that many received by all students a couple of
attended the lecture. But it 's these same people who refus- weeks ago. This letter threatened any
ed to hear Dr. Helen Caldicott speak of the Nuclear Madness student with severe disciplinary action
because "she doesn 't know what she's talking about. " Sad- and possible expulsion if that student
ly, objectivity has been thrown out the window-so much became involved with pledging
activities.
for education.
We are in the midst of the "us" decade. It 's "us" of those
How can . we students "celebrate
who have, versus those who haven 't. These "privileged" diversity " wlien we are forced and
people support a man who cuts educational funding (doesn't threatened to adhere to a system that
mean a thing, does it?), various social programs and has we did not want? To think that certain
a horrible track record with the environment and civil rights . students could be kicked out of school
These supporters just don 't -give a damn.
for obeying House traditions instead
One Republican Colby student recently was in conversa- of becoming pioneers in the adtion with another student who was black. The student in- ministration 's new scheme is
formed the black student that "Frankly, I just don 't like maddening.
blacks," Citing his reasoning with bad past experiences with
The administration has decided that
blacks, he said. "I'm not a racist, it 's just I don 't like them." it will not tolerate anything having to
He concluded by telling the student that if the black stu- do with fraternities. They would rather
dent 's father had worked as hard as.his , the black student hide and try to suppress their dilemma.
would be living just as well as he did.
Maybe its time for us to "confront
>
• ¦
It's not fair to cast a pall over the entire campus, but-bla- intolerance. "
tant remarks , such as these, remain as a shadow over this
community. It's obvious that this student's feelings are not
unique-just that this student voiced his opinion , which may
in fact be good . Perhaps now discussions may pave the way
to a better understanding of each other.
What can be done? Obviously a liberal arts education has
done nothing. Reagan wonders why blacks vote Democrat
Maybe his views of social Darwinism in a land of inequality (don 't deny it, folks) will not help those in need.
So there are some of you who voted Reagan. He won the
election. You won nothing.
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Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit for- .
ever. And that 's Important.
Because good friends are
hard to find. And even
tougher to lose. \

Mules take Tuf is >
30-28

Rugby
loses a
close one

Colby 's own Flutie

by PAUL MOONEY
The painters ' caps and tee-shirts will
go on sale in the Colby bookstore
soon: "Kispertfor Heisman." Public
Aff airs is already working on a promotional folder, and the Art department wants to make a poster showing
the Colby QB atop a Mule, stepping
on a dejected Doug Flutie 's right
shoulder. Keith Jackson and Frank
Broylesare coming up for the Bowdoin
game. There were nine NFL scoiitsat
the Tufts game, and Dick Stienberg
said that sure, Kispert 's short - but he
could still make a good pro because
you throw beJweenthe linemenand not
over them and there are no 67" QBs
anyway...
It 's true that the cold weather and
long winters in Waterville tend to make
imaginations run wild at times, but
Colby coach Chris Raymond has to be
feeling just a little like Jack Bicknell
these days. After freshmen QB Chip
Kispert 's Flutie-esque record-breaking
41 5—yard performance in Colby's
30-28 victory over Tufts at Seaverns
Field Saturday, Raymond had to start
facing the hardships of coaching a rising star. He had to begin answering all
those questions about how he recruited
the kid from high school, how you
coach a kid like that, and does he really
eat Wheaties for breakfast. And if that
wasn't enough, he was forced to drive
all the way to Boston for the second
time in three weeks to accept his

players' Gold Helmet award . It 's the
price you pay.
The fact that Kispert broke Colby
records for most passing yards in a
game, most completions in a game,
most yards in a season, and most completions in a season,(and had gained
enough total yards to smash that
season mark only to lose the record on
a sack on the last play of the game),
somewhat overshadowed the fact that
the Mules needed a last-minute safety
on a bad snap to Tufts quarterback
Ken Whittier to win the game. But
Raymond isn't complaining.
"I've been waiting four years for someone to do what Kispert is doing, ancL^
Mike Marra (41) made some
he's doing things I've never seen a Colby player do before," Raymond said.
But it isn't as much the 27 comple- trying to overcome injuries.
- "We're so banged up on defense,"
tions (on 44 attempts) for 415 yards or
Raymond
said, "That we're having
the 1325 yard season total that excites
trouble
practicing.
It 's hard to play
Raymond. "It's the way he's improvwell
in
a
game
when
you don't have a
ed that I'm so happy about," he said.
good
week
in
practice,
but we're hang"Before , he was a good, solid droping
in
there.
One
week
to go."
back passer. Now he's doing things I
In
the
third
period,
Tufts
scored two
know he wasn 't capable of before.
quick
TDs
that
knotted
the
game
at 21.
He's become a real good play-action
Colby
then
marched
62
yards
in 12
passer, and he improves every game.
plays
for
the
go-ahead
TD
from
"Sure, he made a few mistakes Kispert
to
Jamie
Arsenault.
which I pointed out to him. He's such
Tufts scored again to start the.fourth
a perfectionist that it doesn't phase him
, seemingly moving the ball at
quarter
a bit. He knew his mistakes too.
will.
After
driving 72 yards, Whittier
"Don't get me wrong, though. I'm
fired
11
yards
for the tying TD.
not disappointed with him in any way,
Late
in
the
game
Colby attempted a
shape, or form. He was directly
30
field
goal,
but
came
up short,.and
responsible for all four of our TD's.
Tufts
assumed
possession
with under
He's just a Godsend."
two
minutes
and
a
chance
to
win. But
While the offense is gathering
then
the
backbreaking
error
occured.
,
momentum however, the defense is

by JIM SULLIVAN

acrobatic catches Saturday ,
While in shotgun formation, QB Whittier watched the ball sail over his head
and into the endzone. Colby recovered
for the winning two points.
***
While Colby was busy with Tufts
and the statistics sheet, Bowdoin was
in the process of upending Bates 28-23
to set up a possible CBB championship
game this Saturday between the Polar
Bears and Colby. Bowdoin hung on
despite a late Bates surge and RB John
Boyles 154 yard performance.;. In addition to winning the Gold Helmet,
Kispert was named ECAC Rookie of
the week for the second time this year.
Coach Raymond believes his QB has
a legitimate shot of winning ECAC
Rookie of the Year, as well, after this
week's performance.

The Colby Rugby Team lost a close
match to Plymouth State College, 10-^ ,
in a contest here at Colby last Saturday. Plymouth State dominated the
first half , but Colby picked up the tempo in the second half and controlled the
rest of the game.
Plymouth began the game with three
high tackles before being warned by
coach-ref Jimbo Steelman that the next
high tackle would result in the eviction
of a Plymouth rugger. This set the tone
for the remainder of the game as play
was aggressive.
In the first half Plymouth was held
tryless by the defense of Colby Forwards Keith Turley, Kevin Mead, Mike
Allen, Jamie Stable and Jeff Flynn.
Plymouth did convert two penalty
kicks for six points, however.
Throughout the game Backs John
Prorock , .Peter Murphy, Mike
Moutembeau .Greg Shefrin , Bruce
Hickey, Sean Pageant and John
Karoff , and "Naked" Ray Pollari
moved the ball downfield well. In the
second half Phil Desimone kicked two
field goals, to bring Colby's point total
to 6.
In a later "B" game the Colby Ruggers womped Plymouth ,24-0. Colby
hosts UMO this Saturday.

f rom the bleachers

A lesson on watching hockey
by TIM BONANG
with all this tropical weather we've been having
since the beginning of October , probably the furthest
thing from your mind has been hockey season. I' m
sure that if it had snowed by now visions of Mickey 's
Maulers would be skating in your heads. Well it
hasn 't snowed, and even if it doesn't hockey will still
come. For those of you who are upperclassmen (except those who were genetically attached to a chair
housed in the library) another hockey season means
the perpetuation of entertainment of the most expeditious kind, Those of you who are new to Colby
(and are not fortunate enough to come from a high
school that.was a hockey factory) will draw a complete blank of the same magnitude as that of your
first baby Bio exam when hockey is mentioned. It
is for you naive ignorami that this column was written , so that you may participate at a satisfactory level
in beholding hockey , this feast of bludgeoning on
skates.
'Proper Clothing: Anything is acceptable, but
warmth is usually one 's main concern. There arc a
number of styles that are popular. There's the
lumberjack look , identified by the faded jeans , tan
boots, turtle-neck(white) , plaid shirt , down jacket ,
and cliainsaw. The chainsaw is a nift y little attenti on
getter for opposing teams that have forgotten they
are not playing at home. Another popular style is the
basic preppy hockey-viewing garb. This is noticeable
becfui .":of the long wool coat , scarf , jeans and Bean
boots. This is a very efficient way to go becau se of
the cubic feet of pocket, space a ff or d ed t h e wearer
by the coat. There are endless possibilities for mixing and matching to create a style that best suits your
personality and needs. Letter jackets arc also popular,
but tie-dyed t-shirts arcdefinitely gauche , besides bein g impractical.
Basic Object of the Game: It might take a while
for you to believe it , but the object is to-put the little
black rubber puck in the net of the opposing team.
Despite what Rodney Dangcrficld says, in college
hockey there arc less fights then whatyou 'd find In
a boxing ring, bu t admittedly there arc .more than

in say, squash. But don 't get the idea it s a patsy sport , think of football on skates with a long funny
shaped baseball hat;
Some Rules it Might Help to Know: We're going
to keep it simple here. Let's start with "icing." Icing is when one team propels the puck from their
defensive zone all the way behind the line marking
the opposing team 's goal. This brings a whistle from
the undiscerriing guy dressed like a zebra , and a

"face-off" back in the defensive team 's d efe nsive
end. A face-off is when the referee drops the puck
between a player from each team while they are encircled by the rest of the players. It might be a little
con fusing because the ref keeps faking dropping the
puck until each team 's center spazzes out in anticipat ion. "Off-sides" is another rule fans In the novice
stage have a hard time relating to. There arc two blue
lines that roughly cut the ice Into thirds. If ypu 're
• ' •v..-

on offense and cross the 2A line away from your goal
without or before the puck then there is a face-o ff
outside the other teams defensive zone. There are
penalties given for a number of things such as tripping, charging, slashing, etc. Unlike football where
they mark off fifteen yards, recipients of penalties
get to sit in the penalty box. This gives their team
a disadvantage unless of course the other team committed a penalty too. Penalties are usually two
minutes (minor) but sometimes five or ten , for the
more vicious and flagrant wrongdoings. Games are
broken up into three periods of 20 minutes, and on
occasion go into sudden death overtime.
Etiquette: Having cleared the trivial matters out
of the way, it 's time to get down to the meat. How
do you act at a hockey game? If you 've never been
to one be prepared for a few surprises. That cute ,
rather petite blond ju nior that hasn 't said a thing all
semester in your Econ class will be screaming for the
visitor 's goalie to stop the puck in a very uncomfortable place between the legs.
Let 's get one thing established, Your job as a spectator is to ridicule the opposing team. Any team. But
when the other team is Bowdoin , then you get really
mean. Bowdoin has had over the last 20 years or so
the premier program in Div.II. And rest assured there
is no team they would rather not play than Colby.
By the same token Bowdoin isn 't a nice place to play
cither. A Bowdoin goal brings a shower of 3,000 tennis balls on the opposing goalie. (4,000 if they 're playing the Mules.) Now I' m not saying to go out and
buy a case of Dunlop's but if you do have a few tennis balls lying around the room it wouldn 't hurt to
bring them,
Don 't forget it 's a good idea to keep the Vocal cords
lubricated nnd to stay warm. What better way than
a little liquid refreshment? May I suggest blackberry
brandy or peppermint rumplemints.
I guess in the final analogy all I'm trying to say
is "go , an d b e creat ive , " The only equivalent ,
entertainment-wise, I' ve seen to a good college
hockey game in a small packed arena'! is a soccer
game between Liverpool and*Manchester.
.
.1 »
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Women 's soccer reaches ECAC finals
Losing in overtime
by CHRIS WATT
Jennifer Allen, Anne Boatright ,
Christine Brena , Deborah Brooks,
Courtney Celi, Molly Couch, Jennifer
Douglas, Jennifer Estes , Patricia
Galvin , Kristen Johnson, Abigail,
Lausier , Karen Linde, Marianne MacDonald , Kelly Malloy, Martha
McTavish , Lesley Melcher , Mary
Needham , Sarah Pope, Laura Shaver,
Carol Simon, Katherine Sullivan , Lisa
Tomasetti , Amy Trott , Charmaine
Twigg, and Susan Whittum, The
members of the 1984 Colby Women's
soccer team. They qualified for the
ECAC post-season tournament this
year; the first time ever for the women
booters. It was the result of a long
season of hard work and perseverance. -.
All of these women deserve recognition
for their part in this achievement.
The tournament began this past Friday, at Colby's Loebs Field. The mules
took on Brandeis University. A spirited
Colby team took control of the game
from the opening kick, and they never
relinquished it. Deborah Brooks and
Martha McTavish did all of the Mule
scoring, tallying a goal each in the first
half. Although the game ended with
Colby coming out on top, 2-0, the
score did not really reflect the actual
margin of victory. Had the Mules'
shooting been a little more accurate ,
they would have come up with 6 or 7
goals. The defense played a solid game
as well, allowing Brandeis only an occasional shot on net. The White Mules
were off to the Finals.
In the finals , Colby was paired
against Plymouth State College. This
was a rematch against a team that had
given the Mules a sound 3-0 beating
only a week before. Colby was not to
be denied this time around , however.
The first half was a scoreless draw , as
was much of the second. In the latter
part of the second stanza , Colby had
several good opportunities to score,
but they ju st weren't able to capitalize.
And so the game went into overtime,
which consists of two 10 minute
periods. Neither team really dominated
either period nor did they manage to
score. On they went into two more 10
minute segments of sudden death overtime. 130 minutes of hard-fought soccer and still no score. It had become
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Lesley Melcher with some fancy footwork.
one, of those games in whicn neither
team deserved to lose.
The result of the game came down
to a 10 shot shootout (5 shots for each
team). After it was all over, the Mules
had managed to score on kicks by Jennifer Estes and co-captain Lesley
Melcher. The unfortunate thing was
that the Panthers had managed to
score 3 times. A very disheartened Col-

by team trudged off of the field after
this 3/2 hour ordeal. They had given
their all. The players on the bench also
played a big role in the game, giving
the rest of the team great vocal support
throughout the match. It was a great
team effort. They had come as close
as they could to winning the tournament without actually doing it. Hats
off to the Mules for a fine season!

Proficiencv testing

Students who are proficient in the
The golf test will take place on Fri;
activities which are tested may be on Nov. 16 at 12:45 p.m., in the field
granted one (1) semester's waiver of the house lobby. Mr. Richard Whitmorci
physical education graduation require- x. 2367.
ment for each sport test passed. The
The racquetball test will take place
physical education requirement is 2 on Wed., Nov. 14, at 2:45 p.m., on the
semesters of physical education. The racquetball courts. Mr. Jim Wescott,
standard for passing the test is com- x. 2373.
parable to the level that would be exThe riding tests will be given by the
pected from tlie completion of an ad- Poulins at the Poulins Hillside Stables.
vanced physical education class.
Call for appointment , 435-9731.
The badminton test will take place
The squash tests will be given on
on Thurs. Nov . 15 at 3:45 p.m. on the Tues,, Nov. 13, at 9:30 a.m., on the
freshman basketball court. Ms. squash courts. Mr. Mickey Goulet , x.
Deborah Pluck, x. 2372.
2368.
The swimming tests will be given on
Tues,, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the
pool. Mr. Robert Johnson, x. 2371. If
you have a WSI certificate , bring it to
Mr. Johnson at this vtime.
The tennis tests will be given on Fri ,
Nov. 16, at 9 a.m., on the In d oor
. Two of Colby 's varsity field hockey courts. Ms. Linda Myers , x. 2375.
icammembers have been selected to the
The vol l eyb all tes t s wil l b e g iven on
All-State team .
Thu rs., Nov. 15, at 3 p.m., on the
Sophomore forward line player Freshman basketall court, Ms.
Ro bi n Bl anc h ard an d Fres h man Deborah pluck , x. 2372,
half b ac k Nanc y Dona h ue were b oth
To register for tests, call 2371 and
placed on the 11.-mem ber team, said register with the Physical Education
coach Dcbby Pluck ,
secretary, Glenna Midland.
Blanchard led the team in points
I f you are unable to be present at the
scor ed ov er t he p as t season w i th t hree time of a test due to an academic congoals and three assists, an d also led t he flict, other arrangement must be made
offense in Interceptions and tackles direct ly with the examiner PRIOR to
wi th 50. Donahue led the team with 87 the date of the test.
, . , •, .
Interce ptions and tackles

Two players
named
to All-State
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Men s: soccer shows strengths
by GREG CUNNINGHAM
Three weeks a.gp men 's varsity soccer coach Mark Serdjenian was looking for the strength and consistency
that he knew his team was capable of.
Since that time, his team has shown its
strength , and consistency. Over the
team 's last four games it is 3-0-1, and
hasoutscored its opponents 12-3 . The
last two games in this string of excellent
play were against Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of Maine at Orono.
The first of these games was against
MIT of Cambridge, MA. - Strong
defense, and an overpowering offense
were keys to the Miule's success as they
romped the Techs 5-0. MIT came into
the game with a 3-7-1 record; this game
did not help their morale as Colby battered them for 4 goals in the first
period. Three of those goals were
scored by forward Mark Burke, as he
notched an unprecedented first half hat

trick. Rich Colachman added the other
first half goal on*header off of a cross
from Burke. Although the second half
was not filled with as much scoring, the
defense of Colby was still very dominant as it again shut down all MIT attacks. Scott Hunter 's boot from the
twenty yard line added more insurance,
as Colby took the game by a score of
5-0.
The Colby booters next feat came
against the team from. Orono, ME.
UMO is the only Division I team on
the Colby schedule. They are a fine
team that is ranked ninth in New
England. The Mules were not intimidated , however, as they matched
skills for a O-O.tie. The Colby defense
of Peter Vigue, Torgny Anderson, Will
Cheever, and Andy Castle, played
superbly . They allowed merely nine
shots at goal, only seven of which were
actually on goal. The offense got off
thirteen shots on goal, but the UMO
defense, led by the unbelievable play

of goalie Jeff King, was just good
enough to hol d them off.
That tie left Colby with a 7-4-2
record going into their final regular
season game. The post-season chances
are looking much brighter , as Colby 's
play and therefore record has improved. Four teams will be selected for the
ECAC playoffs at the end of the
season. Colby should be one of eight
teams vying for one of those spots.
Though the team is idle this week, a
win against rival Bates on Sat., Nov.
3, would greatly improve their chances,
and also give them the coveted CBB
title.
In Colby's final-game of the year,
the team faced CBB rival Bates. Bates
came into the game with a 1-8-3 record;
a record, however, that was not
representative of the team's talent. Unfortunately for Colby, Bates had
everything to gain in this game, and
nothing to lose. For this reason the
team from Lewiston was fired up.
The first half was relatively even,
with both teams playing well. Bates
opened the scoring on a prayer from
downtown. A Ba'tes forward , finding
himself in a one-on-four situation ,
driving alone toward the Colby goal,
banged the ball from way way outside,
hitting the goalpost in the upper corner and catching the net. Bates-1,
Colby-0.
The second half was dominated by
Colby, as the Mules accumulated 11
shots on goal to Bates' mere three. One
of the 11 was the evener from Mark
Burke. This was scored on a penalty
shot at about 10:41 in the second

~Aube's
Pic ks

Andy Castle surmises the action
period.

The score remained tied through the
remainder of the half , and the game
ended at one all.
For the fifth time in their season,.the
Colby men went into overtime. The
first overtime was relatively even, with
both teams trying to stomp out the
other. As a result of a scoreless first
overtime period , the teams pushed into the draining second overtime.
Though the teams remained evenly
matched, it was Bates that was able to
capitalize first. At 9:01 in the second

overtime, a Bates midfielder headed a
ball off of a direct kick from one of
his fullbacks. Bates, despite Colby's
fine play, had fortune on its side as it
won the game 2-1 in double OT.
Despite the loss, Colby ended the
season with a very respectable (7-5-2)
record . Coach Mark Serdjenian was
very pleased with his team 's performance during the season. He felt the
team 's grearcomraderie was key in its
success and in its enjoyment of the
game.

Huskies go f or Rose Bowl
Mark Burke takes lo flight

by BOB AUBE
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The first major bowl bid of the
college football season will be decided this Saturday when the topranked Washington Huskiestravel to
Los Angeles to take on the once
beaten Trojans of Southern California. The winner wll clinch a Rose
Bowl b ert h against either Iowa , Ohio
State, or Purdue. Meanwhile, Iowa
can all but clinch the other bid with
a win over Michigan St., and
Georgia and Florida hook up in a
battle of SEC leaders.
Last week's record: 13-6; Against
the spread: 13-6.
Season 's record: 77-37; Against
the spread: 59-49.
Washington at USC: Both teams
go into this one with unblemished
records in the Pac-10. With only one
conference game remaining after
Saturday, the winners will find
themselves playins in Pasadena on
January 1. Washington 's offense
d oesn 't have a lot of punch, but their
opportunistic defense is a threat to
outscore opponents by themselves. .
Washington 21-USC 14.
Houston at Texas: For four consecutive weeks, the Longhorns have
narrowly escaped defeat. They survived the latest episode thanks to two
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Jeff Ward field goals in the closing
minutes against Texas Tech. There
should be no need for late game
heroics this time. . . Texas
23-Houston, 14.
Florida St. at South Carolina: QB
Mike Hold,h as been coming off the
bench evefry week to rally the
Gamecocks to victory. This week ,
however , South Carolina will be faced with the task of outscoring a
Seminole sq uad t hat is avera gin g 39
points a game. . . FSU 37-South
Carolina 35.
Mar yland at Miami (Fla.):
Sophomore Bernie Kosar is already
t he Hurricanes ' recor d holder for
career TD passes- He'll pick apart
the Maryland defense, as Miami
prepares for its showdown with
Boston College. . . Miami
31-Maryland 21.
Georgia at Florida: For the second
week in a row, the Gators are
favored over a higher ranked opponent , arid with good reason. They
dominated Auburn last week and if
they can do the same to Georgia ,
they 'll probably end up in a tie with
LSU for the conference championship. The only catch is they may be
placed on probation by the NCAA.
This could be their bowl game. . .
Florida 24-Georcia 21.
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Michigan St. at Iowa: Michigan
St. has already upset Michigan, and
nearly knocked off Ohio St. Now it
is up to the Spartans to stop Iowa's
drive to the Rose Bowl. The
Hawkeyes will be without tailback
Ronnie Harmon , and maybe without
QB Chuck Long too. This upset is
waiting to happen , bu t Iowa won 't
be denied. .. Iowa 24-Michigan St.
17.
Penn St. at Notr e Dame: The

Figh ting Irish will be t ry ing t o keep
a modest t wo game winnin g st rea k

alive after squeaking by Navy. Unch aract erist ically , Notre Dame h as
p layed b et t er on the roa d th an at
home this year. They better win one
in f ron t of t he Irish fai th fu l if they
want t o save Gerry Faust 's head. .
. Upset Special: Notre Dame
21-Penri St. 20.
ton at Nevada Las
Cal St.-Fuller
Vegas: Although they play an admitte d ly li gh t sched ule , the Titans are
one of only four unbeaten , untie d
teams remaining in tne country. If
they are going to lose a game, this
is the one... Upset Special 2: UNLV
24-Cal. St. Fullerton 23,
Missouri at Oklahoma St.: The
Cowboys could go to a major bowl
if they keep winning, and Missouri
is havin g problems. . . OSU
28-Missouri 21.
Purdue at Wisconsin: A Purdue
win combined with an Iowa loss
would put the Boilermakers in good
position for a Rose Bowl bid... Purdue 21-Wisconsin 20.
Other games: LSU 27-AIabama21;
Vir ginia 27-N.C. State 24; West
Virginia 24-Rutgers 17; Arkansas
24-Baylor 17; Geor gia Tech
23-North Carolina 20; Arizona
27-Stanford 21; Arizona St. 23St.
Memphis
21;
Orc gon
Vanderbilt
17;
21-Tennessee
28-Kentucky 27; Holy Cross
20-UNH 17.
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